# It Is What It Is
National Quiz Bowl 2013
Alexandria, Virginia
[UPDATE: January, 2019—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I‘ll be leaving the original text intact but
adding additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I‘ll also add some
additional photos to enhance the original travelogues.]

Good luck meesage on Mr. Burrow’s chalkboard at the end of the school year
This was not a trip I was expecting to make. After getting annihilated at nationals a year ago in Chicago, our quiz bowl team was
good, but far from outstanding in area competitions for most of the 2012-13 school year. We made playoffs at every tournament we went
to this year, but we mostly ended up in second or third place rather than first. Since I told the kids they‘d have to actually win an area
tournament to qualify for nationals, by the time February came with no victories, I figured this summer there would be no quiz bowl trip,
and I started making other plans accordingly. I planned a fairly ambitious getaway all over Missouri and Illinois. I even went so far as to
pre-pay for one hotel room and book a couple of tickets to see plays in Chicago and St. Louis. I would finish that trip by heading over to
Des Moines for my brother Paul‘s ordination as an elder in the Methodist Church.
Then in mid-March, not long after those plans were finalized, we went to our final quiz bowl tournament of the year. The
tournament, at Alta-Aurelia High School west of Storm Lake, was one the kids had not liked at all last year. They follow a complicated
format using rules from NAQT (National Academic Quiz Tournaments), the organization created by and for the nerds whose entire life
revolves around quiz bowl. While our kids are good at trivia, quiz bowl isn‘t their life, and the NAQT format (particularly with its lack of
―pop culture‖ questions and its penalties for wrong answers) doesn‘t suit them well. [The Alta tournament no longer exists, but we
now go to a bunch of NAQT tournaments in the Des Moines area. I still don’t care much for that format, and neither do the kids.]

Neither the kids nor I was much looking forward to the tournament at Alta, but it turned out to be our best competition of the
year. The questions were heavy on history and light on science, which played to our team‘s strengths. [That’s also unusual for NAQT.]
Perhaps it was just because they were a year older, but pretty much all the kids said the questions also seemed easier than those they‘d
encountered a year ago. Whatever the reason, we had two different teams that breezed through the preliminary rounds and then through
play-offs. One Garrigan team ended up playing another Garrigan team in the championship, so we ended up taking both first and second
places in the tournament. After that success, I could hardly tell the kids they couldn‘t go to nationals.
There are always multiple choices for nationals, and this year there was even an additional opportunity. Our win at Alta technically
qualified us for the NAQT national tournament, which would have been Memorial Day weekend in Atlanta. While it might have been nice
to go to a different city, the kids still didn‘t care much for the NAQT format, so that was out. [The scheduling of NAQT tournaments
also means you can’t really see the destination city at all; pretty much every minute is spent in competition.] The National
Academic Championships (the organization we‘ve always worked with and the main competitor of NAQT) always offers three competition
sites. (The way they work things, the winners at the first two sites advance to the semi-finals at the third one—with transportation to that
site their main award for winning.) [They’ve since added a fourth site.] Looking at the schedule, the site that worked best for us was
Washington, or more specifically Alexandria Virginia. School would be over by the time we left, and while I‘d have to cancel most of the
trip I‘d planned, it would still allow me to be back for Paul‘s ordination.
Just as I wasn‘t really expecting to go to nationals this year, I really wasn‘t expecting much once we did go. This turned out to
be a very serious group, though, and they ended up doing very well. They were also a good group to travel with, and we had quite an
enjoyable trip.
… So before I begin with the details, what about the title of this travelogue: # It Is What It Is. The main part was said frequently
by a colleague of mine who was among this year‘s chaperons and was quickly picked up by almost all the kids. I seemed to hear it
constantly on this trip, and honestly the phrase got more than a bit annoying. Amusingly, “It is what it is” was named “cliché of the year”
by USA Today (almost a decade ago) and even won “phrase of the day” honors in UrbanDictionary.com. One of Urban Dictionary‘s many
definitions of it is “a trite, overused, and infuriatingly meaningless cliché” used by people “who think they are adding some deep,
meaningful insight during a discussion when all they are offering is senseless, unwarranted repetitiveness”. The phrase (which basically
means “there‘s nothing you can do about it, so live with it”) did get very repetitive on this trip, but it certainly was memorable.
The other thing you may notice in the title is
the “#” at the beginning. When I grew up this symbol
was called a “number sign”, and in the era when
pushbutton phones were really taking off it was called
a “pound sign” [a term I never really understood,
though apparently it was a symbol of the unit of
weight, as opposed to the British currency].
Today‘s kids (who still think of it as a button on a
phone) call it a “hashtag”. The symbol is used on social
media websites like Twitter (which almost every teenager today is addicted to) to label key topics and group them together. A lot of kids these days use “hashtag” as a preface to almost
everything they say. One of our players would utter phrases like “hashtag delicious” after a good meal and “hashtag domination” after our
team won (however narrowly). He even said word for word the exact title of this travelogue. Hearing “hashtag” constantly was even more
annoying than the repetitive “it is what it is”, but it definitely was a theme of the trip.

The 2013 BGHS quiz bowl team at nationals

[Twitter’s popularity among teenagers has gone down significantly since this was originally written. I’m sure part of
the decline is due to our geriatric President’s constant usage of it. Regardless of people’s feelings about him, there’s nothing
fresh and modern when a septuagenarian follows a fad. The term “hashtag” is still used today, but it’s used more often by
corporations that are trying to seem hip than by people who actually are trendy.]
As I‘ve done before with these quiz bowl write-ups, let me start by introducing our team. While our captain varied this year, the
majority of the time it was Jake Hamilton [next to last in the back row of the picture] who served in that position. Jake is a junior whose
biggest interests are music and cross-country. He loves computers and is likely to have major related to computer science in college.
Jake was the primary organizer of our community quiz bowl, a tournament where the kids write all the questions and most of the teams
are made up of adults.
Our other junior was Levi Bernhard [at the right of the first row], who received our team MVP award at the end of the school
year. Levi is easily our most knowledgeable player, but I‘ve learned that it works better if other kids serve as captain. Levi can get very
flustered when his teammates are shouting out different answers, and he has trouble processing those answers quickly. He‘s a very
smart kid, though, and I‘m glad he‘ll be part of our team for one more year.
Levi‘s sister Hannah Bernhard [the girl in the front row] is a sophomore. She‘s a very quiet, polite girl with a strangely offbeat
sense of humor. Hannah fills her spare time with reading, and she‘s also an accomplished musician. She and her brother have helped
us to be competitive in literature, which has been a perennial weakness for our team.
Zach and Tony Kollasch [seated in that order on the left side of the front row] are identical
twins who are sophomores. I hesitate to mention them together, but in many ways they really do come
across as one. There are subtle differences (like the color of shoelaces they wear) in both appearance
and personality, but they‘re a lot more similar than they are different. Besides quiz bowl, both of them
are in track and cross-county, music, drama, and math team. [I was recently at an event where Zach
and Tony were in attendance, and I was very glad when Zach introduced himself to me by name.
I still find it hard to distinguish the two.]
[Tony Kollasch won a large scholarship from the Diocese of Sioux City when he
graduated from Garrigan. As part of that scholarship he has been a “model student” in
advertising for Briar Cliff University. His smiling face has appeared on billboards all over
northwest Iowa and in print ads, which is where the picture at right came from.]
Allison Frideres [the girl at the top of the team picture and our captain’s longtime
girlfriend] completes the group of returning veterans on our team. She was with us last year in Chicago.
Allison is a senior who will be attending Simpson College next year. She was the class valedictorian and is good at pretty much everything,
but her main interests are probably in science.
Taylor Illg [top left in the picture] is a sophomore whose father was in high school when I started at Garrigan years ago. His
mother is a resource aide at the public school who used to work at Garrigan. [Now that we’ve added elementary classes at our school,
she’s back at Garrigan and works as the main elementary special ed teacher.] Taylor is also a cross-country runner, though he‘ll
freely admit he‘s not as athletic as some of the other guys. Aside from quiz bowl, Taylor keeps busy with speech, drama, and choir.
The final member of our team was Devin Degen, another student whose parent (in this case his mother) was one of my students
decades ago when I taught Spanish. [His mother is now one of our main office secretaries.] Devin is a freshman, and while he‘s a
really nice kid, there were many ways that he came across as less mature than the other kids. He‘s smart, though, and he‘ll definitely be
one of my top players down the road. [That was definitely true.] Devin is in pretty much every sport, and he was missing baseball
(almost a cardinal sin at Garrigan) to be at national quiz bowl. [As we get ready for another trip this coming summer, our top player
is struggling with whether he can go to nationals because of conflicts with baseball.]
Besides the kids we had four chaperons, which is what school rules require these days. Deb Kollasch (Zach and Tony‘s mom)
is a preschool teacher at Seton, the elementary school that feeds into Garrigan. She‘s a veteran quiz bowl chaperone, since before Zach
and Tony were part of the team her daughter Anna was one of our top players. The other female chaperone was Dawn Bernhard, Levi
and Hannah‘s mother. She knows the kids well because she works as a substitute teacher. Dawn went to New Orleans and Chicago for
nationals as a spectator, and this year she asked if she could be an “official” member of the delegation. Besides me the other male
chaperon was Greg Ahlers, who has taught science at Garrigan nearly as long as I‘ve taught math. Greg went with us the last time we
were in Washington, and he‘s a fun person to travel with.

Wednesday, May 29, 2013
Algona, Iowa to Springfield, Ohio
We were scheduled to leave at 7am today, and I was up promptly at 6:00. I‘d already packed, so after showering and shaving I
headed out to McDonalds to catch a bite of breakfast. I‘ve got a long tradition of having “good luck” breakfasts before school events,
going back to when I was in high school myself and would stop by Hardees for a biscuit before speech contests. Today I had an Egg
McMuffin, some cinnamon melts (basically monkey bread), and coffee. I actually paid slightly less than I should have, because the clerk

entered the wrong size of coffee. I‘d ordered large (and that‘s what I got), but she put small in the register. I didn‘t catch it until I left, and
honestly it‘s not like a few cents difference is going to bankrupt them. [As I write this revision, McD’s has a promotion where they
sell all sizes of coffee for $1.]
McD‘s is currently pushing an egg white version of the McMuffin, which carries a higher price tag and they present as healthier.
That honestly seems a bit silly. Traditional Egg McMuffins are just about the healthiest fast food option there is (not just at breakfast, but
all day long) with just 300 calories. Losing the flavor and nutrients of the yolk only pushes the egg white version down to 250 calories, not
much of a savings in the great scheme of things. I haven‘t tried one of those things, and I doubt I ever will. [I was given one by mistake
once, and I didn’t care for it at all.] They certainly are making a big marketing push for them, though.
About half the group was already at school when I arrived. I made my way to the back and drove the suburbans around to our
departure area by the gym. While I‘d told the group to pack light, that‘s not what most people did. In addition to bags and bags of clothes
and electronics, the kids (and, even more, the adults) brought coolers full of snack foods and cases (literally) of bottled water. I‘ve never
been a fan of bottled water at all. I think the whole concept is silly, since essentially you‘re just paying for someone else‘s tap water. If I
wanted water while traveling (which on rare occasions I do), I‘d just take my own bottle and re-fill it from fountains or faucets at rest areas.
Toting along cases of the stuff strikes me as a waste of both space and money. I‘m not going to tell others what to do, though, and they
made all the stuff fit.
Two of our kids were a little late showing up. I never did hear an excuse, but we ended up leaving closer to 7:10 than 7:00.
We‘ve been later in our departure other years, though, so I won‘t complain too much.
Our two vehicles for this trip were the “new” black suburban (the school‘s newest vehicle, new enough to have all the electronic
features that bring vehicle prices through the roof these days) and a gold-colored suburban (the school records actually call it brown) with
almost 250,000 miles on it that used to belong to our counselor. While it obviously had seen a lot of service, the gold suburban actually
was really a very good vehicle. My own car recently turned over 200,000 miles, and if I can coax another 50,000 out of it and have it in
the same condition as this suburban, I‘d be very happy indeed. [I’d actually replace the Colt the fall after this trip, and the used
Mitsubishi Eclipse that is my current car is now over 150,000 miles.]
The women who were chaperoning drove the
newer vehicle, while Greg and I traded off driving the old
one. I was actually just a passenger on the first leg, since
Greg was eager to do the early driving. As we headed
eastward on highway 18 I gazed out at the barren, flooded
fields and read through some back issues of USA Today
on my Kindle e-reader. Greg had heard from an assistant
track coach who had driven the gold suburban to state that
its speedometer registered higher than its actual speed.
Apparently they‘d fixed that problem, but Greg thought it
was still wrong. He tends to have a bit of a heavy foot when
he drives anyway, and with the combination, the women
who were following said we‘d been going about 75mph
most of the way over to Charles City.
Our first stop was at the Kwik Star convenience
store in Charles City. (I always call it Kwik Trip, but a law
suit with the Quik Trip company requires the chain with that
name to call its Iowa locations Kwik Star.) I drove the next
Traveling in the gold suburban
leg, down the Avenue of the Saints and then east on I-80.
I tend to drive exactly the speed limit on interstates (I‘m far more likely to speed on two-lane roads), so our average speed was actually
lower on this stretch than it had been earlier.
There was major construction on I-380 around Waterloo. Last year they‘d completely re-built half of the highway there, and now
they‘ve routed all the traffic onto that half while they re-build the opposite side. In my mind, 380 is still a “new” highway, since it didn‘t
exist when I was a kid. I still remember taking every possible route to get from Mt. Pleasant up to my grandparents‘ place, with all of them
taking a full four hours. Today that same trip would be barely over two hours. While the biggest improvement is actually the part south of
Iowa City, the whole Avenue of the Saints still seems a bit of a miracle to me. It‘s hard to believe it‘s old enough to actual require major
repairs. 380 opened in Waterloo right after I graduated from college, though, so it‘s a full thirty years old.
My original plan had been to have lunch in Moline, Illinois. Between a slightly later start than anticipated and my own need for a
bathroom, though, I opted instead to eat at the I-80 truck stop just west of the Quad Cities. This is actually quite a good choice for a group.
The place basically has a food court in side it, with meal options that include Subway, Taco Bell, Pizza Hut, Wendy‘s, and Starbucks.
There‘s lots of choices, and spreading things out makes the lines shorter.
While the kids were finishing their lunch, I gassed up the suburbans. It was actually easier to take them to another truck stop
across the street from the one we‘d stopped at, because the pumps at the one we‘d gone to were set up so you had to approach them
before parking in the restaurant area. Gas cost $3.73 9—not exactly a bargain, but 16¢ a gallon less than it was going for in Algona. For
as long as we‘ve done these trips, the school has covered the gas expenses from the overall transportation budget. It‘s probably the
single largest expense in that budget, but compared to the overall budget it‘s a drop in the bucket. [It’s weird how volatile gas prices
are. This winter they dipped below $2 again.]

Greg drove the next leg. We followed I-80
eastward into Illinois and then continued south on I-74 to
Galesburg. There was a bit more construction around
Peoria, but nothing that slowed us down too much. What
was most noteworthy as we drove was a plethora of
oversized vehicles, some of them quite bizarre indeed.
We stopped at a rest area just east of Peoria. I
have two main memories of this stop. One is buying some
horrible coffee from a vending machine, which I ended up
throwing out. The other is of washing my hands after using
the bathroom. This stands out because not long after this
a story made its way through all the news outlets about a
study that showed that most Americans don‘t wash their
hands for the recommended amount of time. (A few years
ago one of my Statistics students did a similar study for her
project, and she got virtually the same results.) I would
certainly fit into the “most Americans” category myself. As
I almost always do, I just gave my hands a quick rinse and
called it good. One of our students, though, is very serious
about washing his hands. He happened to be next to me
at the sinks, and he carefully wet his hands, soaped them
up, rinsed them, and then soaped and rinsed them again
Students stretching at a rest area in Illinois
(kind of like those “lather, rinse, repeat” directions they give on shampoo). I felt a bit embarrassed, though not enough to go back and
correct my slovenly ways.
I drove past Bloomington/Normal, Champaign/Urbana, and finally Danville, Illinois. All of these are just overgrown college towns
amid a very rural landscape. We saw a few more crops in the Illinois fields than we‘d seen in Iowa. They‘d obviously had far too much
rain here, though, and everything was well behind where it should have been.
We stopped at another rest area just inside Indiana. The Indiana border marks the boundary between Central Time and Eastern
Time, and the kids had fun seeing the clocks on their cell phones automatically change. Heading east we lost an hour, so it was suddenly
late afternoon when we reached the border. Greg drove as we made the short hop over to Indianapolis and then battled traffic around
the southern Indy beltway.
We stopped at the first exit east of Indianapolis for supper. There weren‘t a lot of choices there, and we settled on Wendy‘s.
Since the kids were taking time deciding what they wanted to order, I jumped to the front of the line. I had a small chili and a side salad,
which was probably the smallest order of anyone in our group. I got my food quickly and had finished it before some in the group had
even ordered.
Apparently Wendy‘s (or at least this one) has a policy of offering free food to the coaches and drivers when teams stop there.
The only place I‘ve personally taken advantage of such a policy was at the Burger King in Spirit Lake, and it never occurred to me to ask
about it when I ordered. I paid with a Wendy‘s gift card from our scrip program, and that was fine. Apparently the clerk at the counter (a
“super-sized” black man) got in trouble for not offering me the deal, though. The manager scolded him, and near the end of our meal, he
gave everyone in the group free frosties as compensation. That was certainly unnecessary, but I did enjoy the treat.
I drove today‘s final leg. We headed east on I-70
through eastern Indiana. As we neared Richmond we saw
a reminder of previous quiz bowl trips, billboards for Tom
Raper RV. Years ago when we headed to Washington we
passed sign after sign for this unfortunately named dealer.
One of the kids this year took a picture of one of the signs
on a cell phone and sent it to Jake Rosenmeyer and Anna
Kollasch, who had been with us on the earlier trip. They
quickly responded and got a big laugh out of it. There aren‘t
as many Raper signs these days, but there were enough
to make us take notice.
Ohio always seems to have more traffic than
almost any other state in the country. [What’s weird about
Ohio is that it seems very rural, but there’s a huge
Billboard for Tom Raper RV (website picture)
population not far from the interstates.] Fortunately it was late enough when we got there that things moved right along. We made it
through Dayton with no problem and then continued on to Springfield. I‘d made reservations at a Comfort Suites that was right off the
interstate in Springfield. That‘s a chain that can be all over the place in quality, so I really didn‘t know what to expect. It was actually
surprisingly nice.
A pleasant young Asian woman checked me in quickly. I‘d bet she was the owner‘s daughter, since the lobby of the hotel was
decorated with Hindu-oriented theme. While not really “suites”, our rooms were large and well furnished. The hotel was also immaculate,

and surprisingly quiet (particularly for being just off a busy highway). Many of the kids enjoyed a quick dip in the hotel pool, and they all
commented on what a nice hotel it was.
After settling in Greg and I went out to buy gas. It was $3.65 9, almost a gallon quarter less than the price they were charging
back home. I went into the rather sleazy convenience store because my lips were dry and I wanted to get some balm for them. All they
had was a liquidy version of Carmex in a squeeze tube. The tiny tube cost $2.79, but beggars can‘t be choosers. It did seem to do the
trick.
I passed on the pool and instead watched the local news on TV. I‘m not sure what station I was watching, but it was one of those
that sensationalizes everything. Their lead story was a semi crash in Cincinnati that had closed Interstate 74 for six hours. There was
also an armed robbery at a Tim Horton‘s doughnut shop in Troy, a camping accident (where a toddler was nearly burned to death) near
Xenia, and multiple stories about various sex perverts in Dayton. I couldn‘t help but wonder if anything good ever happened in Ohio.
I got to sleep fairly easily and slept well the first part of the night. I woke up partway through, though, and I couldn‘t for the life of
me get back to sleep after that. I tossed and turned for about the last three hours of the night, and I can‘t say it was terribly restful overall.

Thursday, May 30, 2013
Springfield, Ohio to Alexandria, Virginia
Both Greg and I were up around 6am. One flaw of this hotel‘s design (and something that made it very un-“suite”-like) was that
the sink, toilet, and tub/shower were all in the same bathroom. That meant only one person could really get ready at a time. Greg used
the bathroom first, and I just sort of twiddled my thumbs while he did. Eventually I was able to take a quick shower, brush my teeth, and
get ready for the day.
This hotel served a very nice breakfast. In addition to the ubiquitous do-it-yourself waffles and the muffins and rolls that are
standard for continental breakfast, they had a wide variety of more substantial foods. What stood out most were miniature western
omelettes. They had obviously been pre-made and just heated up at the hotel, but mine was still quite tasty. [I’ve had pre-made
omelettes at a variety of hotels over the years, and they’re always a nice treat.]
I had told the kids to be ready to leave at 7:30, so it was a pleasant surprise when we pulled out of the parking lot ten minutes
before that time. I drove the first leg today, fighting rush hour traffic to and then around Columbus. For a relatively unimportant city,
Columbus is absolutely enormous, and the place seemed to take forever to get through. It didn‘t help that there were some traffic backups due to construction. The congestion on our side was far less than that for cars headed in the opposite direction, though.
The scenery changes quite dramatically east of Columbus. Western Ohio is the eastern extent of the Midwest. It‘s flat and—
away from the cities—agricultural. Eastern Ohio is the western extent of the East. There‘s far more forest than fields here, and the land
rapidly gets much more rugged. The foothills of the Appalachians start just east of Columbus, and by the time we reached the eastern
end of the state we were into serious mountains. [No one ever really thinks of mountains in Ohio, but the eastern part of the state
really is very rugged.]
We stopped at a rest area on I-70 somewhere east of Columbus, and Greg took over driving for the next leg. We continued east
to Wheeling, West Virginia (which we went around on a bypass) and then on into Pennsylvania. At the city of Washington (just south of
Pittsburgh), we turned south on Interstate 79. As we drove, in addition to enjoying the scenery, I did a bit more reading on my Kindle.
Mostly I read an autobiography of football star Drew Brees (though I suspect it was likely ghost-written, rather than a true autobiography).
The sports bio made for light reading, perfect for a setting like this.
We wound through the mountains and re-entered West Virginia before making our lunch stop at Morgantown. The outskirts of
Morgantown are weird. They have the same chain businesses you‘d expect in the suburbs of any small city—perhaps even more than
some places, since Morgantown is mostly a college town. What makes the place strange is that all those fast food places, strip malls,
motels, drive-in banks, and big box stores are built on the slopes of the mountains. The roads that service those businesses wind their
way through the hillsides and intersect at strange angles in the valleys. It‘s kind of strange to think of going around a hairpin curve to get
to Wal-Mart, but for West Virginians that‘s just the way it is.
We bought gas at a Sheetz convenience store and then made our way up a steep hill to a McDonalds that was theoretically next
door. While most of the kids had burgers, I had a very tasty southwest chicken salad for lunch. Fast food salads are almost always very
good, though they are usually overpriced. I really wish they‘d offer smaller portions (about half what they do) at a reduced price. [Wendy’s
has gone to doing exactly this.]
I drove the next leg, following Interstate 68 through the West Virginia and Maryland panhandles. The gold suburban was really
a bit underpowered for mountain driving, and Greg and I had different ways of dealing with that problem. Greg repeatedly shifted down
any time we‘d come to an up-grade. If I‘d been driving my own car (which has a manual transmission), that‘s what I would have done as
well. The suburban had an automatic transmission, and I‘ve never in my life shifted on a vehicle with an automatic (I really don‘t even
know how you do shift without a clutch), so I instead gunned the engine when we‘d approach a hill and ease up on the accelerator as we
neared the crest. Both methods worked, and we made it through the mountains without any real problems.

Tank being hauled through the Maryland mountains
Our final stop en route to Washington was at a rest area near
Hancock, where the Maryland panhandle is at its thinnest. There are
gorgeous views of the mountains here, and the kids spent quite a while
snapping pictures of the countryside. I‘ve been through this area many
times now, but I‘m still amazed at how rugged and beautiful western
At a rest area in the Maryland panhandle
Maryland is. I think of Maryland as a coastal state, but just a couple hours inland is some of the most spectacular mountain scenery
anywhere. It‘s not hard to see why it was such an accomplishment for our ancestors to cross the Appalachians and settle the interior of
our country.
We played tag with several oversized vehicles as we made our way eastward. The strangest was a tank (as in artillery) that was
being hauled by a semi cab down the freeway. I‘ve seen convoys of military vehicles before, but tanks have never been among them. We
passed the tank before stopping at the rest area, and then again on the last leg of our trip east.
Greg drove that final leg, which meant it was he who had to deal with the worst traffic of the trip. We rejoined I-70 east of
Hancock. In central Maryland this is a four-lane highway, though it really should be six lanes wide. While it‘s still scenic mountains,
commuter trains run from here to both Washington and Baltimore, and it‘s clear lots of commuters also make the trip in their cars.
At Frederick (which I know mostly as the home of Barbara Fritchie in the famous Whittier poem) we turned onto Interstate 270,
which angles down to Washington. I-270 starts at four lanes and rapidly expands. Eventually it ends up twelve lanes wide, with separate
sections for express and local lanes. Traffic on our side was heavy, though not nearly so backed-up as the northbound traffic was. We
continued at or above the speed limit all the way down to the Capital Beltway.
When I‘d driven this route before, the hardest part of the trip was merging onto the beltway. They‘ve improved that merge
somewhat, though there was still a definite back-up where 270 and 495 came together. Traffic on the beltway was heavy, but most of the
way it moved right along. Unfortunately, when we passed I-95 at the south end of the D.C. area, things came to a standstill. We had less
than two miles left to go, but covering that distance took more than half an hour. Finally we exited onto Eisenhower Avenue, and we had
a quick drive from there over to our hotel.
We were staying in Alexandria at the SpringHill Suites—Old Town
Southwest. In spite of the “Old Town” name, this is located in a very new
suburban area. Most of the neighborhood is residential (condos in both
rowhouse and tower formats), but there‘s the same office parks and
warehouses you find just off the beltway in every American city. There‘s
surprisingly little commercial business, though—almost no restaurants or
stores at all. I gather the “strip” for Alexandria is south of the beltway, along
old U.S. 1.

Marriott gift card from the scrip program

The hotel had a parking ramp and an outdoor lot, both of which were
free for guests. We chose the latter, and while the rest of the group unloaded
the suburbans I ran inside to check in. Entering the hotel was strange, as the
lobby wasn‘t at ground level. Instead I ascended a grand staircase to reach
the check-in desk.

I‘d reserved five rooms at this hotel months ago, right after we won that tournament in Alta. On two previous quiz bowl trips we‘d
stayed at the SpringHill Suites in downtown New Orleans, and that worked out very nicely. In New Orleans we‘d paid using scrip gift
cards. Marriott (which owns SpringHill Suites) gives a 9% discount on scrip cards, which meant that using those gift cards gives a
substantial contribution to the school‘s tuition assistance program. We‘d had no problem using Marriott gift cards in New Orleans. We‘ve
also used them for quiz bowl accommodations in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, and I‘ve used them for my own travels on several

different occasions. While some employees have been unfamiliar with how to process them, there‘s never been any problem with having
them accepted.
We would have problems today, though. When I presented the $2100 worth of cards I‘d bought, the desk clerk took a long look
at the back of one of them and then informed me that I couldn‘t use the cards because we‘d booked “a discounted rate”. The rate I‘d
booked was the AAA rate, admittedly a minimal discount, but hardly the deep savings given through companies like Expedia, Hotwire, or
hotels.com. It was also the first rate that came up on the Marriott website. I am a AAA member (as were the other adults in our group),
and I‘ve never had any trouble using cards to pay with that rate in the past. I explained to the clerk that we had used the exact same
cards to pay with a AAA rate in New Orleans (and other places as well), and he said that those hotels must have been mistaken. “We
just had a meeting about this,” he said. The manager (a young Hispanic woman) agreed. “We can‘t accept the cards for discounted rates,
because they charge them back to the hotel.” (That probably means they reimburse the value of the card, minus the bonus the school
gets from scrip. Even so they‘d still be making plenty of profit.)
Since the cards had long ago been purchased, I had little choice but to use them. The only option they gave me was to pay the
rack rate, which was about 15% higher than the rate we‘d booked. The clerk seemed surprised that I‘d take a higher rate, but it wasn‘t
like I was going to let $2100 worth of prepaid cards go to waste. Fortunately I also had some additional scrip cards with me that I‘d
intended to use for my own personal travels later this summer. I was able to cover the difference (more than $300) with those. It took the
clerk forever to process all the cards, but he did eventually do it. We got the keys and made our way up to our rooms.
I‘ll fast forward a bit and point out that after the trip was over I complained to Marriott‘s customer service division. The complaint
was forwarded to the owner of this particular hotel, who contacted me directly by phone. She apologized for the problem and said the
rate we‘d booked should have been honored. She then offered several options for refunding the extra amount I‘d paid. The best deal from
my point of view was to have bonus points credited to my Marriott Rewards account. The bonus points she offered meant that I‘d receive
80,000 points for this stay. She implied that this would be equivalent to three nights, which was roughly the amount I was overcharged.
That‘s three nights at the Alexandria SpringHill Suites, though. By using those points at other Marriott properties (like Fairfield Inns in the
Midwest), I can easily get eight or nine nights of free stays out of those points. I‘ll be doing some traveling on my own later this summer,
and because of the screw-up in Alexandria almost all the rooms will be free for those trips. I‘ve already booked freebie point redemptions
for those rooms. Sometimes it pays to be a squeaky wheel.
[Marriott no longer participates in the scrip program, and misunderstandings such as this may be a major reason for
that. The main issue was that the Marriott cards I had gotten through the scrip program were technically not “gift” cards (which
is what I had used in New Orleans), but rather Marriott travel cards. This card type (identifiable by the silver color) is typically
sold at deep discounts or given away free as a credit card perk. It carries numerous restrictions, though, among them the issue
we’d run into with discounted rates. Marriott actually did treat me very well, but they really shouldn’t put out a card with so
many restrictions.]
In spite of the hassles at check-in, the SpringHill Suites was a very nice place to stay. While the tournament was actually at a
different hotel a little over a mile away, there were many advantages to staying here. Even with the higher rate, we were still paying less
than we would have at the Westin where the tournament was being held. What‘s more we had true suites, rather than standard hotel
rooms. The living rooms had enormous sectional couches that converted into beds, so no one in our group had to share a bed. There
was a large breakfast offered free at the SpringHill Suites, while at the Westin we‘d have paid $20 per person per day to have breakfast
in their restaurant. The SpringHill had free wifi throughout the building, while guests paid $12 per day per device to access the internet in
their rooms at the Westin. Parking was also free here, while the Westin had valet parking only, for $26 a day. We were far from the only
quiz bowl group that had opted to stay at the SpringHill Suites, and there were also sports teams and large families staying there. The
place works very well for groups. About the only disadvantage it had was that there was no pool. The kids would have liked that amenity
[something I never even look for when I’m booking a hotel myself], but for the price it was perfectly acceptable.
While the others were settling into their rooms, I went out for a walk to check out the neighborhood. I‘d never been to this part
of the D.C. area before, and I wanted to get oriented. In particular I wanted to see where the Westin was located and where the nearest
metro station was. While I got thoroughly soaked wandering around in extreme heat, I did manage to find things. The metro station was
about three-fourths of a mile straight east on Eisenhower Avenue, following an extra-wide sidewalk that doubled as a bike path. While
the hotel offered a shuttle to the station, it was clear that it would be just as easy to walk there.
I was glad I‘d taken the time to scope out just where the Westin was. While I‘d found it on Google maps, when I got there the
streets in central Alexandria didn‘t really look like they did on the map. The Westin is right where “old town” and “new town” come together.
It‘s in a modern tower building right next to the U.S. District Court and just down from the patent and trademark office. The place is
surrounded by office and condo towers, so it can‘t really be seen from a distance. Most of the streets in the area don‘t go through, so
there‘s not really a direct way to get there. The Westin was a little bit tricky to find the first time, but once I had located it, it was easy
enough to get back to.
I made my way back to the SpringHill Suites and cooled off for a bit in their room. They we set out as a group for dinner. There
were almost no restaurants anywhere near our hotel—just a Subway and a “deli” that was really a convenience store near the metro
station. So, as much to get the kids used to taking the metro as anything, we made a trip for dinner.
We walked over to the metro station, and then I distributed the same weekly passes Margaret and I had used when we were in
Washington last Christmas. We scanned our way through the turnstiles and made our way up to the inbound platform. Eisenhower Avenue
is the next to last stop on the D.C. Metro‘s yellow line. It‘s an elevated station, located on a bridge above its namesake street and just
inside the beltway. Unlike at the “L” stations in Chicago, though, you can‘t really see anything of the surrounding neighborhood from the
platforms. Solid concrete walls run the length of the platforms, so other than the fact that the tracks are open air, the station could just as

well be underground. Like all the transit stops in the D.C. area, the station has an ultra-utilitarian design from the 1970s. We weren‘t there
for architectural charm, though. The station was well located, and the trains got us where we needed to go.
In this case where we needed to go was five stops north. Those are five suburban stops, though, so it took better than fifteen
minutes to cover that distance. We passed King Street (which is basically the downtown area for Alexandria), Braddock Road (an older
residential district), National Airport (which has been named after President Reagan ever since his death), and Crystal City (a busy station
beneath a sea of office and condo towers at the south end of Arlington). Then we reached our destination, Pentagon City. I‘d been to this
stop numerous times on past quiz bowl trips. The subway station is just outside one of the biggest shopping malls in the East. I knew
there was an enormous food court on the lowest level of that mall, and I figures that was as good a place as any to have dinner.
Unfortunately every other group of kids in the Washington area seemed to have headed to Pentagon City tonight as well. As we
made our way to the station exit we waded through a sea of elementary kids in fluorescent yellow T-shirts who were taking the train back
from their excursion at the mall. When we entered the Fashion Centre at Pentagon City, the place was almost deafeningly loud. There
were thousands of groups (most with middle school kids) wandering around, most bellowing at the top of their lungs. Almost every
restaurant in the food court was jam-packed with kids (the only exceptions appeared to be sushi and Korean barbecue), and the whole
mall was a madhouse. At this point there was little choice, though, so we set a time and place to meet up and everyone spent a couple
of hours shopping and eating.
I spent much of my time waiting in line at the Pentagon City Panera. Unlike most Panera locations, this one isn‘t a real restaurant.
They have no seating of their own, nor a real kitchen. It‘s basically just the same counter found at every other place in the food court.
Since Panera‘s food is made to order and takes a while to prepare, there was a back-up of people waiting for their food that kept the
ordering line from progressing. Many of the customers were getting a bit testy, and to calm people down they had an employee walking
around distributing samples of cookies to those who were waiting. I passed, but it wasn‘t a bad idea.
When I finally got to the front of the line, I ordered their “Pick 2” combo with a ham and cheese sandwich and corn chowder.
Given the set-up here, everything is packaged “to go”. I‘ve never eaten at Panera other than sitting down in the actual restaurant [and I
don’t think I’ve done it since], so it was kind of odd to be presented with bags and boxes containing my food. The soup and sandwich
came quickly, but I waited almost five minutes for my beverage, a frozen lemonade. I‘m not sure why it should take so long to make a
slush, but it did.
The kids wanted to shop as well as eat (indeed one of them had suggested staying until closing time), so there was tons of time
left to kill once I‘d had my supper. I found Greg, and we wandered around the mall for a while. Greg had been complaining about pain in
his shoulder and back (something he appears to suffer from frequently), and he was hoping he could find a massage place in the mall.
I‘ve never had a massage in my life, and I doubt I ever will. Apparently Greg gets them regularly, though, and when we did see an Asian
massage studio in one of the hallways, he plunked down twenty bucks for a ten-minute rubdown. I filled the time by looking through the
directory of stores in the mall and reading a brochure about the other services the massage place offered.
We met the kids down by the metro entrance and then made our way back to the hotel. I held a meeting in my room where I
reminded the kids of the details of how the tournament worked and the unique rules they had. Some years we‘ve had groups who were
sort of freaked out by being at nationals, and I wanted the kids to be prepared and to do the best they could.
Once the kids left, Greg went down to the lobby and apparently did some reading there. I‘ve never been much of a fan of hotel
lobbies myself, so I stayed in the room. I got out my laptop and did some work on the school website, and I flipped through various
channels on TV. The TVs at the SpringHill Suites were actually set up quite awkwardly. Large flat screens, they were positioned in the
passageway between the sitting and sleeping areas. That made them difficult to see from both rooms. Fortunately I rarely watch TV.
Instead I just sort of listen to it in the background.
What I mostly watched was the final round of the National
Spelling Bee, which amusingly was aired on the ESPN sports
channel. I had read earlier today in USA Today that there was
some controversy at this year‘s spelling bee, because for the first
time contestants were required to define words as well as spell
them. That new rule only applied to the early rounds, though. In
the finals they still had words whose meaning would escape even
the stereotypical Asian nerds who were competing—words like
ptyalagogue (something that increases the flow of saliva),
crapaud (a Central American frog), cyanophycean (an adjective
referring to blue-green algae), and tokonoma (an alcove in a
traditional Japanese house—though it strikes me that the word
should be the cancer a marijuana smoker might get). Amusingly
the spell check feature on my computer doesn‘t recognize a single
one of those words, though all of them are correctly spelled. The
only word in the finals I actually knew was haupia (a Hawaiian
Website view of a knaidel
custard). I remember McDonalds having a special on haupia pies
when we were in Honolulu. The winning word happened to be “knaidel”, which is a Yiddish word for a matzo dumpling. They had an
amusing interview with the winner following his victory. He said he would be “retiring” from spelling, to free up time to pursue “fun things”
like chemistry.

I chose to sleep on the couch rather than the bed, and I think that was the best decision for me. The bed appeared to have a
pillow-top mattress, and I‘ve never been a fan of soft beds. The couch was quite firm. I just put a sheet over the couch itself rather than
pulling out the convertible bed. The couch was enormous, more than sufficient to sleep on. It took a little while to get to sleep, but once I
did I slept quite well.

Friday, May 31, 2013
Washington, D.C. Area
We were up around 6:00 this morning. Again Greg was first to the shower. Here, though, there was a better set-up for the
bathroom. The toilet was in its own little room (though, strangely, with a sliding door that didn‘t lock), so I could use that while waiting for
the shower. There was also a second sink in the ―kitchen‖ area next to the microwave and refrigerator. I brushed my teeth there and
also got some water to take my blood pressure medication.
Our room had only a shower, not a tub. It was stylish and modern, but I can‘t say I cared a lot for the thing. It had one of those
oversized showerheads that‘s supposed to simulate a shower of raindrops. I never have bathed in the rain [Isn’t the point of an umbrella
to avoid that?], so I can‘t say how the thing compares to an actual meteorological event. What I will say, though, is that the thing just
drips without any aeration, so there‘s no force to the water at all. I like a forceful shower (that‘s how I deal with any aches and pains I
might have), and this one seemed very wimpy indeed. I even had to work to get the shampoo out of my hair. I just checked, and showers
like this cost a fortune (anywhere from $175 to $1500 just for the showerhead). I think I get better results from the $20 K-Mart showerhead
I have at home, though.
I wasn‘t a huge fan of breakfast at the SpringHill Suites, either. It wasn‘t that there weren‘t plenty of options, just that none of
them really appealed to me. The bulk of the guests were opting for waffles, so all through breakfast every minute or so there‘d be beeping
from the waffle irons that sounded like a bomb was about to go off. Their other “upgraded” choices included slimy scrambled eggs (I
should mention that the eggs were better cooked on other days), really strange sausage patties (I think in retrospect they may have
actually been vegetarian), and oatmeal. Others raved about the oatmeal. I like my oatmeal with texture, though, and to me this was
overcooked mush. I ended up having a cup of yogurt and a bagel with cream cheese, as well as juice and coffee. I must say the coffee
was very good, some of the best I‘ve ever had at a hotel. It‘s too bad I can‘t say the same for the rest of the breakfast spread.
The group assembled at 7:30, and we soon left the SpringHill Suites and headed over to the Westin. This walk would soon
become very familiar to us. One of the kids noted that it could easily be split into three distinct parts that were roughly equal in length:
before the bridge, the bridge, and after the bridge. The first third of the route was a dull, modern suburb—manicured lawns in front of
condominiums and office buildings. We began by cutting through the yard between our hotel‘s parking ramp and a generic office building
next door that housed a for-profit college. From there we followed the wide sidewalk, going to the side whenever bicyclists would come
by. The final landmark on the first part of our walk was the Courtyard by Marriott, a hotel that shared its shuttle van with the SpringHill
Suites.
Next up was the bridge. Eisenhower crosses over Telegraph Road and the ramps that lead from that street onto the beltway on
a long, long overpass. The sidewalk and bike path are screened by a fence to the south that curves over the top so no one could possibly
jump off the bridge. Eisenhower Avenue itself is separated from the sidewalk by concrete barriers. Telegraph Road is wide and important
enough to have its own interchange with the beltway. Surprisingly, though, there never seemed to be much of any traffic on it. This was
the dullest part of our walk. It was also the most difficult, since we essentially went up a steep hill to the middle of the bridge before down
again.
The thing we could see most clearly from the
bridge is the most prominent feature on the skyline in
Alexandria, the George Washington Masonic Memorial.
The Masons built a tribute to the Father of our Country
that‘s quite a bit larger than the more famous Washington
Monument in downtown D.C. It looks rather like a church,
but the top is the same pyramid (a symbol of Masons)
that‘s found on the back of a dollar bill.
The final part of our walk was at the edge of
downtown Alexandria. As I mentioned before, there‘s
surprisingly little business here. There is, however, a lot of
hustle and bustle. We passed a Holiday Inn and then
crossed a major street and walked past the park-and-ride
lot for the metro. We could then turn off on to any of a
number of narrow side streets and stair-step our way the
last few blocks to the Westin.

George Washington Masonic Memorial,
behind the Eisenhower Avenue Viaduct – Alexandria, Virginia

The Westin Alexandria is the sort of place I don‘t
often even enter. Indeed of the different hotels I‘ve been
in, it seems most like a modern version of the Palmer
House in Chicago or the Waldorf=Astoria in New York. The
key difference is that the Westin is modern, no more than

a decade old, while those other hotels are historic. Like its more famous cousins, though, the Westin is intended to be a grand place
where business people can meet. It‘s the sort of place where employees open the door for you (though I don‘t think any of them got tips
from anyone in our group). The lobby features marble-clad columns surrounding a grand staircase. The surfaces that aren‘t marble are
hardwood, brass, or brick (new, but intended to look old).
The focus of the lobby is an enormous
mechanical clock that‘s more a modern sculpture than a
timepiece. To one side is the entrance to their restaurant
(named the Trademark in honor of the nearby government
offices), while the other side houses the check-in area, a
concierge desk, and a gift shop.
The meeting rooms are up the grand staircase on
the second floor. They could accommodate just about any
size of event at this hotel, with rooms that can be
subdivided at will. The National Academic Championships
was the only event going on this weekend, and they were
using six different banquet rooms for that event. The rooms
were large and nicely appointed, much nicer than some
other locations where they‘ve held this event. I may not
have been able to afford to stay here, but the Westin made
a very good place to have our tournament.
We were scheduled in the first round of
competition at the tournament, with a game beginning at
8:15am. We made our way to the Edison Room (all their
Clock in the lobby of the Westin Alexandria
rooms are named after prominent Americans, mostly
scientists). [Presumably this was also a nod to the patent theme.] Our initial starters (the Kollasches and the Bernhards) claimed one
of the competition tables, while the rest of our party nabbed chairs in the audience. Before long our opponents and the officials arrived,
so the game could start.
The reader for this game was Ernie Anderson, a good ol‘ boy DJ from West Virginia who has been part of the National Academic
Championships since its inception. He‘s one of my favorite readers. He does a good job of reading clearly and distinctly and also keeping
the game moving and helping the contestants to have fun. That said, we‘ve never done particularly well when Ernie has been our
moderator, and unfortunately that would remain true this year. Our first game was a heartbreaker. The lead went back and forth, but we
ended up losing 170 – 165 to a team from Fairfield, a county seat town far downstate in Illinois.
After the game I went over a few things with the kids that might have made a difference in the game. There were no issues we
could complain about (nor would there be in any of our games this year), but one or two different choices on the kids‘ part could (like
waiting just a few seconds longer before buzzing in) would have made the difference in the game.
We turned right around and went back into the Edison room when we saw that a school we knew was competing there. North
Union (the merger of North Sentral Kossuth and Armstrong—Ringsted) was competing in the middle school division at nationals. They‘re
always one of the more competitive schools in our area, but I hadn‘t realized they‘d be at the tournament. Our kids had fun rooting for a
school we knew (even if they didn‘t actually know any of the kids), and North Union ended up winning that game. [North Union has
become much less competitive in recent years. Today they’re almost always an easy win for us if we face them.]
The kids spent much of the spare time between our games today answering trivia questions. This was definitely a change from
last year, when they mostly played silly games. While the trivia was a time filler, it was at least related to the reason why they were here.
I‘d downloaded thousands of trivia questions to my Kindle for free or next to nothing, I had fun reading them, and the kids had fun testing
their wits.
Our second game today was at 11:15am. We faced Salida, an old mining town
turned ski resort in the heart of the Colorado Rockies. This was a close game, and our
opponents took the early lead. We came back, though, and we held on at the end of the
game to win 260 – 225. [I believe this narrow win was the one that produced the
#domination claim from one of our students.] Salida had one of the rudest coaches
I‘ve ever met. After the game instead of congratulating us or just politely leaving, he
grunted, “Well, I wish we could play you in a real game”, implying that his kids would surely
win in other circumstances. I‘m not really sure what circumstances those would be, since
his team struck me as the weakest we faced in the tournament. When he finished his
sarcastic comment, he lashed into his kids. I‘d suggested ways our kids might have done
better in the first game, but I tried to be polite about it. I also did it in private. He yelled at
his kids where anyone could hear. I might expect that from a football coach, but it was a
bit surprising in quiz bowl.
Smiles after beating Salida
After beating Salida we went out for lunch. Besides the Westin‘s own restaurant,
the only real choice anywhere nearby was Subway. This particular subway called itself a “Subway Café”. It had a very elegant décor,
outdoor patio seating, and they served pretentious coffee drinks and elegant desserts in addition to the usual sandwiches. Their prices
were right in line with what other Subways charge, though, which meant that lunch cost less than it would have up at Pentagon City. I
had a ham and cheese sandwich, iced tea, and a huge slice of lemon cheesecake, and it all came to under $6.

More winning smiles

Garrigan team sign during the “Sea Beast” game
After lunch I went through a few more trivia
questions with the kids to get ready for our third game,
which was at 1:15pm. This time we faced a school that
appeared on the schedule as “CBeast”. Seeing that, one
of our kids joked that their mascot should be the Loch Ness
Monster. The kids from that school had never heard that
joke before, but they were quite amused by that and took
to pronouncing their name as “Sea Beast”. It is, of course,
“C. B. East”, with “C.B.” standing for “Central Bucks”, a
county in eastern Pennsylvania. C.B. East is located in
Doylestown, a northern suburb of Philadelphia. I remember
Doylestown from the year my dad and I went out East right
before he died. Doylestown was the place where what had
been a really nice multilane highway in New Jersey
degraded into a horrible two-lane with traffic circles in Pennsylvania.
C.B. East was the one team in the tournament that was better dressed than we were. Our kids have always dressed reasonably
well at nationals. Even in years when they were more casual, they at least wore polo shirts or the equivalent. By contrast, our crosstown
rivals from Algona High went to the national tournament in New Orleans this year. They had a “formal” picture published in the paper with
their kids in T-shirts. While that‘s what our kids might wear to an area tournament, it‘s not what they wear at nationals. Our boys this year
chose to wear ties. The girls were a bit more casual, but they still looked very nice. The kids from C.B. East competed in tuxedos. They
honestly looked a bit ridiculous, but they certainly did stand out.
Like many teams at nationals, C.B. East expected
to walk all over a group of hick kids from Iowa. They weren‘t
really jerks about it, but they were more than a little stuck up.
That made it feel especially good when we beat them. The
final score was close, but we ended up on top 205 – 175.
The coach and kids from C.B. East were much more polite
than Salida had been. Everybody shook hands, and both
teams wished each other well in their later games.
We had a long time to kill before our last game of
the day, which wasn‘t until 3:45. While I was not among
them, several of the kids filled this time by going over the
U.S. District Courthouse. They watched part of a trial there,
and then they got a rather in-depth tour courtesy of a court
reporter who happened to be on break. All the kids who went
enjoyed it, and they came back making the rest of the group
wish we‘d gone over there as well.
I did join those kids and a couple of others for some
pictures by a fountain in the plaza between the courthouse
and the hotel. This is a beautiful green space, though it didn‘t

Part of the Garrigan group in the Courthouse Plaza--Alexandria

appear that much of anyone ever used it. Then, back on the second floor of the Westin, we again sat around and I read through some
more trivia questions for the kids.
Our final game today was against Tappen Zee, a high school in Orangeburg, New York. Orangeburg is on the west bank of the
Hudson, about a half hour drive north of New York City. Orangeburg is just down the road from Chappaqua, the ritzy suburb that is home
to Bill and Hillary Clinton and also to the team that would eventually win this year‘s National Academic Championships, Horace Greeley
High School. Tappen Zee likely plays Horace Greeley all the time in regional tournaments, and it would be interesting to see how those
teams match up with each other. Tappen Zee was definitely a good team, but they were far from the best we‘ve faced. We ended up
beating them 225 – 180.
The kids were understandably excited after going 3 – 1 for the day, the best start we‘ve ever had at nationals. It was especially
good that we‘d already done at least as well as Algona High, who had finished 3 – 3 in New Orleans. The only other team from Iowa
entered in the high school division was Mason City Newman, who would be competing in Chicago a week from now. They‘re also a rival
of Garrigan‘s, but the rivalry isn‘t nearly as strong as the one with Algona High. I knew our local paper and radio station would be covering
Algona High‘s success, and now we‘d be able to brag as much as they could.
I actually called the local radio station to see if they wanted to talk with one or more of the kids about how the tournament was
going. We‘ve done interviews like that in the past, although normally the kids who were interviewed were themselves KLGA employees.
This year the radio station chose not to interview anyone, instead asking us to call back after the tournament was over. When I pointed
out that it would be ending on a Sunday (when no one works at the station) and that we‘d be traveling home on Monday, they suggested
we just send a press release. I found out later that Algona High had sent their press release the very day we called—strangely almost a
full week after they‘d competed. It probably was fair to let them have the spotlight alone now and reserve our story for a later date.
We made our way back to the SpringHill Suites, and
everyone changed into more casual dress. Then we headed
back to the metro station to head out for the evening. We
again stopped at Pentagon City for supper, but this time it
was a more pleasant stop. There were a few school groups,
but far fewer than there had been yesterday. The way the
atrium is designed, I think that mall is always loud. Today it
was almost tolerable, though.
Most of the kids ate at Popeye‘s chicken tonight, but
I once again went to Panera. I had a Greek salad and another
bowl of the corn chowder. Again it was very tasty, though I
must say it was a bit strange to eat a salad out of a cardboard
box.
After dinner we went back to the metro. We caught
a blue line train and rode nine stops north to Smithsonian
station. In addition to serving the museum complex,
Smithsonian is the closest stop to all of D.C.‘s famous
monuments—though it‘s a fair hike to any of them. [It’s
always seemed kind of strange to me that a city so tied
to tourism wouldn’t locate transit stops closer to the
tourist attractions.]
My plan today was to take the kids around the Tidal
Basin, stopping at the Jefferson, Franklin Roosevelt, and
Martin Luther King memorials. We‘d then take what time was
left to see some of the monuments on the National Mall. This
is basically the reverse of the hike Margaret and I did on the
last day we were here last winter. Unfortunately, going in
reverse, it was hard for me to get my bearings. I made two
false starts, essentially leading the kids on a wild goose
chase before we finally found our way down to the
memorials. Most of the group took this in stride (quite literally,
Garrigan kids running up the steps of the Jefferson Memorial
I suppose). One of the girls was apparently wearing
uncomfortable shoes that were giving her blisters, though, and she was far from happy with pointless extra walking. While I‘m sorry to
have gone out of our way, I honestly didn‘t have a great deal of sympathy. I‘d warned the group many times that there would be a lot of
walking in Washington, and I‘d repeatedly told them they should wear comfortable shoes.
Eventually we made it past the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Printing and Engraving and on down to the Tidal
Basin. Our first stop was the Jefferson Memorial, which is my favorite of all the D.C. monuments. The pillared circular monument is simple
and elegant, quite fitting its honoree.
Our group got separated at the Jefferson Memorial, and it was a bit of a challenge getting everyone to meet up again. I tried
calling part of our missing party on my cell phone, but the call got cut off as soon as it was answered. Apparently they were able to see
who the call was from, though, and before long we met up again on the steps in front of the memorial.

We followed the lower trail right along the edge of the Tidal Basin. This trail was closed when Margaret and I were here last
winter, as high winds were sending waves over it. The waves were gentle tonight, and all we had to watch was the excrement of the
numerous birds who flock in the area.
We passed a trailer set up near the trail with a sign that informed us that “YOU ARE BEING FILMED”. Some of the kids inquired
and found out a television show was filming in the area. I have no idea what the show was, but perhaps someday I might be on TV—in a
background shot as I hike around in Washington, D.C.

Bishop Garrigan quiz bowl team at the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial
Our next stop was the F.D.R. Memorial.
While I have no doubt that Roosevelt was one of
our greatest Presidents and one of the greatest
Americans ever, I don‘t care a lot for this
monument. It‘s long and rambling, with a
separate outdoor ―room‖ for each of his four
terms in office. It didn‘t help that on this trip we
walked through the memorial backwards,
retracing history from World War II back through
the Great Depression.

The Garrigan drum major by Martin Luther King’s quote
“I was a drum major for justice, peace, and righteousness.”

I‘d taken formal team pictures on the
competition sets at the Westin, but it‘s the casual
picture of the team I took at the F.D.R. Memorial
that will be enshrined on our website forever as
the ―official‖ record of this trip. They‘re posed in
front of a wall with Roosevelt‘s great line, ―The
only thing we have to fear is fear itself.‖ A large
part of a trip like this is seeing the sites of our
nation‘s capital. For most of the kids this was their
first trip to Washington, and they were very
excited to see everything.

From F.D.R., it‘s just a short walk on to the Martin Luther King Memorial, the newest of the big monuments in Washington. I
described it in my write-up of my winter trip with Margaret, and it‘s still far from my favorite. As with F.D.R., I don‘t think the memorial
really does justice to its honoree. We did get one interesting picture at the M.L.K. monument, though. Our captain is the drum major for
the Garrigan band, and he had fun posing by a quote from Dr. King that refers to being a “drum major for justice …”
[The drum major inscription had been controversial ever since the memorial was erected. King’s actual words were "If
you want to say that I was a drum major, say that I was a drum major for justice. Say that I was a drum major for peace. I was a

drum major for righteousness. And all of the other shallow things will not matter." Many critics, most notably the King family
and poet Maya Angelou, felt the paraphrase on the monument (and particularly the omission of the word “if”) made the civil
rights leader sound arrogant. After several years of consideration, the National Park Service erased the quotation from the
monument, replacing it with striated lines, similar to those that appear below the words in the picture above. I personally think
it would have been better to replace the paraphrase with the complete words, since it really is a good message. No one asked
me, though.]
It was nearly dark by the time we left the Martin Luther King Memorial. As we made our way back to Smithsonian station, we
passed a much smaller monument that drew the kids‘ attention. It turned out this was the D.C. Memorial, a monument to the soldiers from
the District of Columbia who gave their lives for their country. It‘s surprisingly classical in design, almost like a miniature version of the
Jefferson Memorial. I‘m sure it was dedicated after one of the World Wars, but it‘s been updated through the current conflicts in the Middle
East. I‘m sure it doesn‘t get a lot of visitors, but it was quite interesting to see.
We got on the orange line and rode one stop south to L‘Enfant Plaza. We transferred there to the yellow line, which we rode
back down to Eisenhower Avenue. The yellow line crosses the Potomac on a bridge, and as we made our way back into Virginia we had
a nice view of the Tidal Basin we‘d just finished hiking through.
While we walked from the metro station back to our hotel almost all the kids were on their cell phones chatting with their parents.
Overhearing their conversations, it was clear they‘d had a very good day. They‘d fully enjoyed both the competition and the sightseeing.
I always worry a little bit when I do travel with kids, since I‘m used to planning things that I‘ll enjoy myself. It was good to know they‘d liked
it as well.
I met with the kids briefly back at the hotel. Then I spent a while updating the school website, in particularly adding the outcome
of the games we‘d played and a couple pictures from the trip. Later on I heard from people back home who were pleased to be able to
find out about the trip. It was fairly late when I got to bed. This was a long day, but a very enjoyable one.

Saturday, June 1, 2013
Washington, D.C. Area
We had basically the whole morning free today. Most of the kids slept in, but I was wide awake by 7:00. I quickly showered,
dressed, and got ready for the day.
The hotel breakfast was somewhat better than yesterday‘s. The eggs were properly cooked, and they replaced the strange
sausage patties with slices of Canadian bacon. Like many hotels these days do, they had televisions on in the breakfast room. Here
different TVs were tuned to different channels, which made for quite a hubbub. The big news today was that there were more storms in
Oklahoma, which has suffered repeated tornados this summer. As I write this travelogue some members of my church are headed on a
mission trip to do relief and rebuilding work in OK City. Hopefully their work will be useful and the weather will calm down in that area.
I spent quite a while this morning taking a long walk. Mostly I followed the hiking and bike trail west from the hotel. It soon turned
away from Eisenhower Avenue and followed a drainage ditch (actually a branch of a local stream and officially called a “lake”) that ran
right next to the beltway. While it‘s not an unpleasant trail, it‘s honestly rather dull. The area also very few entrances and exits, so once
I‘d committed to following it, I didn‘t have much option but to continue forward. I walked nearly two miles west, and then spent a while
wandering around a park that appears to mostly serve area apartments. While there were a number of joggers along the route, for a
weekend morning, it actually struck me that the trail wasn‘t all that busy. Perhaps most of the neighborhood just chose to sleep late.
I followed the street back to the hotel, but I can‘t say that was a lot more interesting. It‘s basically just a sea of condos. I saw a
show on HGTV that looked at homes in Alexandria and found out that these condos cost around $750,000 each. I can‘t imagine pa ying
that, and honestly you couldn‘t pay me that to live here. It‘s a pretty neighborhood and I‘m sure it‘s safe, but it just seems incredibly dull.
Suburbs in general just aren‘t my cup of tea, and Alexandria is no exception.
The group got together in the lobby of the SpringHill Suites at 11:00, and then we made our way east from there. We had lunch
again at that same Subway near the metro station. This time I had a brownie in addition to my ham and cheese sandwich. After lunch we
continued on to the Westin to get ready for the rest of our competition.
I think it hurt us a bit that we had the morning free today. While I did go through a few more trivia questions with the kids, when
it came time to play they just didn‘t seem as into things as they were yesterday. Our first game today was at 1pm against Gettysburg
(yes, that Gettysburg). This should have been a team we could be competitive with. While it‘s a historic place, it‘s really just a county seat
town—not that different from Algona. This ended up being our most lopsided loss, though. The questions in this round were heavy on
science, and that was definitely our team‘s weakness. [That’s interesting, since several of the team members went on to science
majors in college.] It was Gettysburg‘s strength, though, and they ended up beating us 300 – 125.
I went through a few more trivia questions after the Gettysburg game. The kids weren‘t paying a lot of attention, though, and this
seemed the least valuable of these trivia sessions. It certainly didn‘t have any effect in our final game, which was at 3:30pm. We faced
Chelsea, a small town in Oklahoma about an hour north of Tulsa. The Chelsea team came across as “normal” people. They were a lot
like our team, as opposed to the almost professional quiz bowl nerds we‘d seen as some of our other opponents. The Chelsea kids knew
their stuff, though, and they ended up beating us 325 – 210.

The moderator for the final game was Chip Beall, the founder and organizer of the National Academic Championships. When
we entered the room Mr. Beall asked what our record was, and when we said we were then 3 – 2, he noted that if we won this would be
the first time Bishop Garrigan would qualify for playoffs. That didn‘t happen, of course, and understandably the kids didn‘t feel as good
after today‘s competition as they did yesterday. Still, we‘d finish the tournament with a 3 – 3 record, which ties the most wins we‘ve ever
had. That‘s not bad for a group I didn‘t really expect to even qualify for nationals. Given that we only had one senior, it also bodes very
well for the future. We may not have made playoffs this time, but just might one or two years down the road [and indeed we would the
following year]. … As the title of this travelogue says, “# It Is What It Is”.
We made our way back to the hotel, and the kids changed clothes. This time they changed into sort of moderate level dress—
polos and khaki shorts rather than ties and long pants. This was sort of a compromise, since we were going to church this evening. I
wanted them to look presentable, but they didn‘t really need to be dressed up.
We met downstairs and then walked back over to the Eisenhower Avenue metro station, where we caught a train to Gallery
Place downtown. I‘d printed out directions from the church‘s website, and we found it very easily. Indeed the trip downtown had gone like
clockwork, and we had more than half an hour to kill before mass would be starting. I filled some of that time by taking the kids over to
Ford‘s Theatre, which is about a block to the south. All they did was snap pictures of the outside, but they all enjoyed seeing the place.
On a future trip I may see if I can arrange for the kids to see a show there, like Margaret and I did last December.
We made our way back to church. An elderly
priest was standing outside as we made our way up the
massive steps in front. He correctly sized us up as a group
of visitors and asked where we were from. He seemed very
pleased that we were a Catholic school group and said we
should let the ushers know that as we entered. I did, and
after we were seated they brought me a paper and asked
me to write the name of our group. They welcomed us
formally at the beginning of mass. That‘s the sort of thing I
expect in most Protestant churches these days, but it‘s
rather unusual for Catholics. The ushers also asked
members of our group to carry up the gifts (the bread and
wine) at the start of the Liturgy of the Eucharist. That
happened once before on a quiz bowl trip, at a church in
Chicago where we were just about the only people in
attendance who weren‘t senior citizens. There weren‘t a lot
of people at mass tonight, but there certainly were enough
that regular members could have been used for the gifts. I
think they were trying to make our kids feel special—and
they did.
The church we were at was St. Patrick‘s Parish,
which happens to be the oldest church of any denominaExterior of St. Patrick’s Church – Washington, D.C.
tion in Washington, dating to 1794. It‘s interesting that a Catholic church would be the capital‘s oldest, but then this land was once part of
Maryland, the only colony that was originally settled by Catholics. While the current stone building is about eighty years newer than the
parish (newer, in fact, than the church I attend in Algona), it‘s still a lovely old church. It‘s the sort of church no one would spend the
money to build these days. I spent much of my time gazing at the spectacular stained glass windows, but they also had elegant marble
statues, ornate brass tablets of the Stations of the Cross, and gilding at the tops of the columns and lining all the vaults of the ceiling. It‘s
one of those churches that really does come across as a fitting house of God. We went there mostly because they had a conveniently
timed Saturday mass, but I‘m very glad to have seen the place.
Aside from the architecture, the best feature of St. Patrick‘s
was its organ. I love a good organ, and this was a spectacular
instrument that truly resounded. If people had been resting before
church, the processional would definitely have awoken them.
The service itself was fairly nondescript. It was a fairly
typical modern mass. Today happened to be Corpus Christi (or
more precisely the Solemnity of the Most Sacred Body and Blood of
Christ), so the readings were longer than usual. The homily was a
bit rambling and didn‘t seem to have much to do with the readings,
or anything else for that matter. I must say, though, that it was a far
more enjoyable service than the extremely ornate one we went to a
few years back at the Basilica of the Immaculate Conception; at
least no one in our group fell asleep at this one.

Windows of St. Patrick’s Church – Washington D.C.
(silhouettes of Garrigan students kneeling
before mass in the foreground)

After church we walked back to Gallery Place and made
our way to the red line platform. They were doing major construction
on the red line this weekend. Most of the branch northwest of
downtown was completely closed. Gallery Place was open, but all
the trains here were running on a single track, so we had to board

on the “wrong” platform. A train soon came, and we rode it a couple stops east to Union Station. I knew there was a large food court in
the basement of the Amtrak station, and I figured it would be a change from Pentagon City for dinner.
The kids went their separate ways for dinner. I ended up duplicating the meal Margaret and I had here back in December. I
started by having a dish of gelato (salted caramel), followed up by a Philly cheesesteak. I finished things with a blueberry smoothie. It
had been quite a long time since lunch, and the wait certainly helped this to be a most tasty meal.
We met back at the entrance to the food court, but there was a bit of a delay once we did. A few of the kids had ordered drinks
at the last minute that I think they intended to take with them. Food and drink are strictly forbidden on the Washington metro. Unlike most
cities, where it‘s just stuff that would make a mess that matters, in D.C. this is a zero tolerance policy. [I kind of understand prohibiting
food, but the banning coffee and water is really strange on a commuter train.] So we had to wait for the kids to finish their beverages
before we made our way down to the metro station.
Before long we caught a westbound train. The destination signs (which would normally say “SHADY GROVE” or “GROSVENOR”
on a train headed this direction) read “SPECIAL”, since due to the construction the train would terminate at Metro Center station. That
was fine for us, since we would be transferring at Metro Center anyway.
That transfer was actually more complicated than it should have been. Because of the construction they‘d blocked off large parts
of the station with yellow tape. While the purpose was to keep people out of the closed platform, taping off much of the mezzanine meant
that people trying to transfer had to go way out of their way to get from one line to another. We did make it, but I think it might have
actually been easier if we‘d exited to street level and then re-entered the station.
We soon caught a blue line train and rode a couple of
stops west to Smithsonian. This time we exited to the National
Mall. We got out, and everyone took the requisite pictures of the
Capitol and the Washington Monument. The latter looked quite
different on this trip than it has other times I‘ve been to
Washington. The famous obelisk was damaged when a rare
earthquake hit the East Coast in 2011, and it has been closed
since then. They recently installed scaffolding all around the
monument, which from a distance makes it look rather like a big
cell phone tower. Apparently the repairs will take until 2014. It will
be interesting to see it again once they‘re done.
The main thing we saw this evening was the World War
II Memorial. I‘ve described that more than once in previous
travelogues, so I won‘t bother with it here. We walked from there
down to the reflecting pool and then discussed what else the kids
wanted to do. An advantage of not having made playoffs was that
we‘d have as much time as we wanted for sightseeing tomorrow.
Because of that the group chose to leave before it got dark. So
we just returned to Smithsonian station.
Catching a train back was easier said than done. We
scanned our passes at the turnstiles and entered the station, but
when we got there the escalator to the Virginia-bound platform
was blocked off. There was not supposed to be any construction

Adults in our group on the Washington metro

BGHS quiz bowl captain, posing on the mall
with the Washington Monument
on this route, and we could see people waiting on the
platform below. Quite a few people in the mezzanine were
wondering what was up. Eventually an employee informed
us that they had blocked off the platform so that a large
group of elementary students could board safely. I‘m
honestly not sure if I like that idea or not. I‘m sure it‘s a
huge chore for teachers to keep track of grade school kids
on the subway, and keeping other people off the platform
probably does make it easier and safer for them. I‘m not
really sure it‘s worth inconveniencing other passengers to
make things easy for the kids and their teachers, though.
I‘ve seen big groups of kids taking field trips via the New
York subway, and they seem to navigate it without special
assistance. Closing down a busy platform for them seems
like overkill.
We boarded a very crowded blue line, but as we
headed southwest it gradually emptied out. I happened to
be talking with one of our kids who commented on all the
escalators they had in Washington. (His comments
actually made me wonder if he‘d ever been on an escalator
before, though surely he must have been.) I mentioned to

him that some of the escalators in the metro are extremely long (in fact among the longest in the world) and mentioned in particular the
Rosslyn escalator that we‘d taken on earlier quiz bowl trips. That started a conversation with a guy in the car who happened to work in
Rosslyn, which is the downtown area of Arlington, Virginia. It turns out the Rosslyn escalators happen to be closed for repairs right now.
That leaves two choices: wait in line for a tiny, overcrowded elevator or huff and puff your way up an escalator that normally takes three
minutes to go up automatically.
The man who worked in Rosslyn and his wife had a child who was just past toddler age. For some reason the kid spent much
of the trip licking the plastic window of the metro car, and his mother spent much of the trip trying to get him to stop. Few people scold
their children in public these days, but that‘s probably what he needed. Instead she tried reasoning with him, which of course failed. Many
others in the car were grossed out by the kid and sure that he would contact some dread disease. While the kid shouldn‘t be licking things
in public, I‘m sure he is and will continue to be perfectly healthy. So many people these days are overprotective of kids. Those same
people are invariably spooked by anything that‘s not immaculate. I often wonder if those people‘s germophobia doesn‘t make them more
susceptible to different bugs. I‘ve actually read articles that suggest the “epidemic” of diseases like asthma may be due in part to parents
not letting their kids be exposed to different allergens when they‘re small.
The blue line doesn‘t go all the way to Eisenhower, so we had to get off at King Street and wait there for a yellow line train. The
guy who had been talking to us suggested that on a weekend this might be a very long wait, but in fact it was no more than ten minutes.
We made our way back to the hotel and met in my room to discuss plans for tomorrow. Once the kids had left, I spent quite a bit of time
on my computer. I made more updates to the school website, and I also tried to check out who actually had made playoffs in the
tournament. Unfortunately that wasn‘t easy to do. They had a link on their site to Washington playoffs, but whoever does the programming
for Questions Unlimited had screwed up that link. Instead of going to the schedule it just redirected right back to the company‘s main
page. Being someone who works with websites myself, I could see from the HTML code what they‘d done wrong. My bet is that they use
a program (possibly even the same one I most often use, Microsoft FrontPage) that puts a default link to the last link they visited online,
and the programmer forgot to change that link. I managed to figure out what the address was supposed to be by looking at what the page
for the playoffs in New Orleans was and extrapolating from there. My bet is that not a lot of people thought to do that, though, and it was
probably pretty frustrating for some of the teams who actually were in playoffs and wanted to know when they‘d be playing.
Today was the start of the summer fitness program at school, where each year I keep track of the miles I walk. I logged eight
and a half miles today. That‘s far from the longest I‘ve ever done, but it was a pretty fair start for the month. Perhaps needless to say I
was tired and managed to sleep pretty well.

Sunday, June 2, 2013
Washington, D.C. Area
I was up around 7:00, showered, and had a quick breakfast. Then I dawdled around doing not much of anything. The kids slept
in fairly late, barely making it to breakfast before they closed down the buffet.

It was after 9:30 when
we finally left for the day. We
had a fairly lengthy wait for a
yellow line train, but when it
came it was an uneventful ride
up to L‘Enfant Plaza. We
transferred there to the orange
line and
rode over to
McPherson Square.

Riding the D.C. Metro

We surfaced and
made our way through the park
to the back (north) gate of the
White House. The kids snapped
a variety of pictures there, and
then we gradually made our
way around to the gate by the much more famous south lawn. We then made a long walk south and west to past the World War II

Memorial and on over to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. I‘ve seen the famous wall many times before, but it‘s always amazing to come
up on it and see just how enormous the thing is. It‘s really sad to think just how many people were lost in that war—and all pretty much
for nothing.

The quiz bowl team reflected in a small part of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
On previous trips we‘ve had some kids who had relatives whose names were on the wall. None of this year‘s group did, or at
least they weren‘t aware of any. I don‘t think any of them even had relatives who served in Vietnam, whether they were killed or not. They
still appreciated the monument, though, and they too were shocked at how massive it is.
We next made our way over to the Lincoln Memorial. I could tell my knee had recovered from the nasty fall I had last
Thanksgiving, because I made it up the steps at all the memorials without a problem. The Lincoln Memorial is a stately classical temple,
and except for the horrible crowds that are there it‘s one of the nicest places in Washington. Today I came across something I hadn‘t
even realized was at the Lincoln Memorial. There‘s a granite tablet at the top of the steps that marks the spot from which Martin Luther
King gave his famous “I have a dream” speech at the March on Washington in 1963.
From the Lincoln Memorial it was a short walk over to the Korean War Memorial. This stark monument with dozens of individual
statues of soldiers trudging across rough ground, is probably my favorite of the war memorials. I‘ve described it in other travelogues,
though, so I won‘t dwell on it here.
Some of the kids needed to use a restroom and/or get something to drink. (I‘d have thought with all the water they packed, the
latter problem wouldn‘t have come up, but it did. I knew there was a concession stand just behind the Korea memorial, so we stopped
there for a bit. It was actually a bit longer stop than I‘d anticipated. A group of teenagers from Mexico was having lunch. There were
probably forty Spanish-speaking kids in yellow T-shirts overwhelming the small stand. You don‘t really think of school groups from other
countries visiting America, but of course they do. I suppose this is what it must look like when locals see an American group in France or
Spain. Our kids did eventually manage to use the toilets and buy some overpriced water ($3 a bottle, I think), and we were on our way
again.
We walked back through the Korea memorial and made our way down to the reflecting pool. The water in the reflecting pool
looked very dirty, and it didn‘t seem to be doing a very good job of reflecting any of the famous monuments. It was also sweltering out,
so walking in the bright sun beside the pool honestly wasn‘t too pleasant. Eventually we made our way back to the World War II memorial
and then returned to Constitution Avenue on the north side of National Mall. We then walked west a few blocks to our ultimate destination,
the Smithsonian Museum of American History.
All the Smithsonian museums have security at their entrances. Indeed last winter Margaret and I encountered rather nasty
security at the National Postal Museum, one of the smallest Smithsonian properties. The security today seemed almost a joke, though.
Many in our group had taken things out of our pockets as we reached the door, in preparation for going through a metal detector. The
guards directed us to put wallets, coins, etc. back into our pockets and just walk through the machines. They must have been on an
incredibly low setting, because absolutely nothing seemed to set them off. They did x-ray actual bags, but all of those also passed without
any issues. I certainly hope no one ever does attack the Smithsonian museums, but as lax as security seemed to be today, I‘d almost
expect something awful to happen there.

Memorabilia from Olympic gymnast Gabby Douglas,
who trained in Iowa
We arranged a time and place to meet and then split into several
groups. Greg and I ended up going through the museum together. Our
first stop was actually for a bite to eat, at a café just inside the entrance.
They featured Blue Bunny ice cream, which made me laugh. While it
pretends to be a gourmet item elsewhere in the country, in northwest Iowa
Blue Bunny is just the local dairy in LeMars. I had a cone, but there was
certainly nothing outstanding about it. They were also advertising fresh
squeezed juice, which sounded good. The only flavors they had, though,
were watermelon and mango. I chose the former, and it ended up being
almost sickeningly sweet—not really refreshing at all. Between the ice
cream and the juice, my bill came to $7, and it was definitely one of the
more foolish ways I‘ve spent money recently.
Sometime in my life I‘d love to see all the Smithsonian museums
by myself and on my own schedule. I always enjoy the museums when I
see them with others, but there are always some things where I‘d like to
spend more time and others that I could rush through quickly. When I‘m
Kermit the Frog
with others, I pretty much always let them set the pace and route,
Smithsonian Museum of American History
particularly it it‘s a place I‘ve been before. Greg was fascinated by all the
military history stuff in this museum, so that‘s where we spent the bulk of our time. I‘m not a war fan, and I‘d have preferred to spend a
bit more time going through the pop culture and domestic history exhibits. There was almost nothing here I hadn‘t seen before, though,
so I was fine following Greg‘s schedule.
After a couple hours we met in the museum lobby and then walked across the mall and then eastward a long way to the National
Air and Space Museum. This is by far the most popular of the Smithsonian properties, and it was packed on a summer weekend. I first
saw this museum back when I was a junior in high school, and honestly it seemed cooler to me then. That‘s probably because at the time
we were doing things that mattered in space. It had only been a few years since the last moon landing, there were always scientists
working on Skylab, and it seemed only a matter of time until we‘d be sending people to Mars. Like every kid I knew, I wanted to be an
astronaut when I was little, and even as a high schooler seeing the Apollo equipment up close seemed like the coolest thing ever.
Unfortunately
space
just
doesn‘t have the appeal it once did, with
NASA‘s budget cut to a shoestring and
robots doing most of the actual
exploration. Today the Air and Space
Museum honestly seemed kind of dated
to me. I had the sort of feeling I did when
looking through the antique cars at Old
Threshers as a child. It was interesting,
but not something I needed to spend a
lot of time seeing. That‘s definitely how
the kids in our group felt, too. They gave
the place a quick once over, but I could
Replica of the Apollo—Soyuz link-up
tell they were quickly bored. We‘d
National Air & Space Museum
budgeted about two hours here, and that was about an hour more than most of them really cared to spend.

They could make the museum quite a bit more interesting by letting you go inside more of the exhibits. It would be kind of fun to
actually fiddle with the controls of an antique plane or of the moon lander. Mostly they just have planes and spacecraft hanging from the
ceiling, though. You can gawk at them, but you can‘t touch. I can understand that with thing like the original Wright flyer, but it seems silly
for replicas of famous space ships. [They’d do well to expand the exhibits, adding displays on all the pieces of modern technology
that trace their origin directly to the space program. It’s honestly kind of surprising that they don’t do that.]
Greg and I spent about half an hour having a late lunch. They have what they call a “food court” at the museum, but it appears
to be entirely operated by McDonalds. The Golden Arches appear to have contracted out with some other companies so they serve a
handful of items besides burgers, but it‘s McD‘s that does the actual selling. The set-up of the food area is weird. They have several lanes
of cash registers just beyond the entrance. You go through one of those, tell the clerk what you want to eat, and pay for it. You then get
a receipt that you take to one of several counters. You show your receipt to a clerk there, and you‘re presented with your food. I‘m sure
at peak hours this keeps things moving efficiently, but during the slow time it seemed almost like the Russian method of shopping.
The food at the Air and Space Museum is insanely expensive. They had value meals in the $10 range. I instead ordered a
personal pizza (one of the items they re-sell for some other company), which was $7.95. At least it was tasty.
My other lunch purchase was an impulse buy dictated by the table where
we happened to be sitting. Right beside us was an ice cream stand (also operated
by McDonalds) that featured a strange machine that dispensed soft serve with
stripes of a gelatin-like substance streaked along the outside. I‘d seen these for
sale before, but I‘d never had one. So, I parted with another $2.59 to see just what
they were. The one I bought was vanilla ice cream streaked with green. The gel
on the outside was supposed to have some specific fruit flavor, but it basically just
tasted “fruity” in the way that Skittles or a children‘s cereal might. It was
interesting, and probably more worth its price than the pizza was. I don‘t know
that I‘ll be trying another, though.
Once we‘d seen the museum we all gathered again in the lobby. Right
outside there were signs indicating that the L‘Enfant Plaza metro station was
nearby. I checked a map and confirmed this, and we set off in that direction. We
walked for quite some time and came to the grim public space (a mess of concrete
from the ‘70s) known as L‘Enfant Plaza. There was no metro station anywhere to
be found, though. I asked a couple of college-age kids where the station was.
They turned out to be East European tourists, though, and they had no clue.
Website photo of gel-covered
Undeterred, I then asked a hot dog vendor. He gestured and told us it was about
ice cream cones
two blocks ahead. We followed his directions and found what turned out to be the street entrance to Smithsonian station, outside the
Department of Agriculture building. L‘Enfant should have been closer, but I have no idea where it may have been.
[This illustrates one of the biggest problems about the D.C. Metro. It is VERY badly signed. From street level the
markers are discreet brown pylons that blend in with the background. I’m no design expert, but I’m pretty confident I could
come up with a better visual presence than they currently have.]
We caught a train over to Gallery Place, the same
stop we‘d been to yesterday. Today we took a weird exit,
through a part of the station that appeared to be shut down.
We did manage to make our way to street level, though,
and once we did I quickly got my bearings. Shortly after
we‘d qualified for nationals I bought tickets for the group to
go to the International Spy Museum. When Margaret and I
were here in December it was one of our favorite
attractions, and I knew the kids would enjoy it.
Actually, our visit this time was much more
pleasant than it had been in December. The place was
horribly crowded then, but there were far fewer people
tonight. We could take our time and actually get up and
look closely at all the exhibits, reading whatever details we
wanted on their explanations.
It was also possible this time to take the time to
master the false identity they had me choose at the
entrance. I picked the same person I‘d selected in
James Bond car at the entrance to the International Spy Museum
December, Dmitri Ivanov. This time, though, I spent a bit
of time memorizing the details that accompanied his name. Mr. Ivanov was a 48-year-old fisherman from Kirov. His visa said he was
going to Boston for five days to visit family. At a few “checkpoints” machines ask questions about the assumed identities. Knowing the
correct details makes you privy to additional information. In Mr. Ivanov‘s case, he was allowed entry to the U.S. His spy masters then
asked him to a baseball fantasy camp at Fenway Park. He was to ask a certain person for a souvenir pocket schedule, and the specific
schedule he‘d be given would contain all kinds of covert information.

It‘s fascinating to have seen the spy museum just before the revelation of all the spying the government has been doing against
people right here in America. I voted for our President, and I support many of his policies. This is definitely one place where we differ,
though. He claims that logging people‘s phone calls and web searches has helped keep our country safe. Perhaps it has. On the other
hand, the Soviet Union was a very safe country—just not one anyone would call “free”. We Americans surrendered an awful lot of our
freedom under President Bush, all because the government kept making us paranoid about safety. It saddens me that “Big Brother”
continues watching us even now. I expected more from President Obama, but little seems to have changed. [It’s unclear just what
spying is going on under President Trump. It may actually be less, though only because this President seems much less
organized than his predecessor.]
We spent about two and a half hours at the spy museum, staying until they closed. Just as they might in a department store, as
closing time neared they made announcements over the intercom to usher people toward the doors. At the spy museum those were
phrased in an amusing way, though. They told us our final mission was to find the exit, and they urged us to complete this mission as
soon as possible. It was a very cute way of basically saying “Move it!”
We made our way to the gift shop, where I picked up mug and a can with a little secret compartment in it, two items I looked at
but didn‘t actually buy last December. The mug actually had a Soviet design on it. It‘s interesting that on my trip to the USSR back in the
‘80s I never bought a coffee mug. I don‘t even remember seeing mugs for sale there. All these years later, though, I got a Soviet mug (or
at least one that pretends to be from there) in Washington, D.C.
We‘d been blessed with good weather for most of our trip, but our luck ran out tonight. When we finished in the gift shop we
gathered at the doorway of the museum and stared out at a fierce driving rain. It was only about a block to the subway station, but we‘d
get thoroughly soaked just dashing over there. Fortunately it stopped raining by the time we got back to Virginia, so we were able to walk
from Eisenhower Avenue station back to the hotel without incident.
Greg decided to order pizza for the group tonight, and everyone assembled down in the lobby to eat it. It was very generous of
him to treat the group, but unfortunately when the delivery came there was quite a bit less pizza than he‘d expected. The “large” pizzas
from this restaurant were closer to the size many other places call “medium”. Everyone got one piece, and all the kids got two. That was
it, though. It certainly wasn‘t a meal we were going to get fat from.
My main accomplishment tonight was writing a brief summary of our trip that I e-mailed to the Algona radio station and
newspaper. The paper featured it almost word for word, together with the formal picture I have on page two of this travelogue. I never
heard what aired on the radio, but the text version they had on their website was edited in a way that screwed up several key facts. They
did manage to convey that we were successful at nationals, though.
Once the article was written, I re-packed all my stuff. It was around midnight when I got to sleep, and with another travel day
coming up this was probably the least restful night I had in Washington.

Monday, June 3, 2013
Alexandria, Virginia to Dublin, Ohio
We got up and had breakfast as usual. Then we all left our bags in a storage room behind the desk at the SpringHill Suites. I
gather most “nice” hotels have a left luggage service, though it‘s something I‘ve only used myself a couple of times before. [I’ve actually
used it several times since this trip, and I’ve learned that even most cheap hotels are quite willing to keep luggage after checkout if you ask.] Particularly after we‘d had the suburban broken into last summer, though, we felt it was wise to take advantage of that
service here.
We left the hotel right at 8:30. It had rained through the night, so we decided to take advantage of the hotel shuttle to get to the
metro station. We all crowded into the van and rode across the viaduct to the station. When we got there I left a tip for the driver. While
she didn‘t refuse it, I gather from her reaction that is unusual. That surprised me, because when I‘ve taken airport shuttles before I‘ve
always left a tip, and other passengers seemed to as well. I figured this was similar, but apparently it‘s not.
We took the train north to Pentagon station (just south of Pentagon City), which is beneath the parking lot for the Defense
Department headquarters. One of our players has an uncle who is an Army colonel currently assigned in the Washington area, and he
would be taking us on a private tour of the Pentagon. (My cousin Chris is also a colonel. I suppose he could arrange a similar tour, but
it‘s never occurred to me to ask.)
While I certainly thank Col. Degen for his help, I must say that arranging for this tour was one of the biggest headaches I‘ve had
on any of these quiz bowl trips. I was first told to book the tour online through the Pentagon‘s visitor website. Every time I tried, I got an
error. It turned out that their public tours were booked up through the entire summer, which makes sense given that such tours are most
often requested through members of Congress (like Margaret and I did when we saw the Supreme Court in December).When we‘d failed
at booking online, Col. Degen looked into the specifics of employee-conducted tours. This was complicated by the fact that he doesn‘t
actually work at the Pentagon, but rather at a separate facility in the Crystal City complex a little ways to the south. He got an “exception”
document approved so that he and two other colonels could lead us around. I then had to submit a list with the full name of every person
in our group, all listed in alphabetical order. (The form itself cautioned that if it was not alphabetical the entire list would be rejected.) We
then needed to make sure each group member had proper identification. For those under age 18, that was not a problem; one ID—most
likely their driver‘s license—sufficed. Everyone over 18, though, needed two official government IDs. For me this was my driver‘s license

and my passport. Not everyone has a passport, though. It was also late enough when we made the plans for the tour, that it was a
struggle for some people to even come up with a birth certificate.
Then there were the security rules. I got a three-page document detailing all of them. It‘s not really a surprise that the Pentagon
would be a highly secure building, but the rules they have are really kind of ridiculous. Understandably weapons are forbidden, as is pretty
much anything that might set off a metal or explosives detector. They also prohibit bags of any sort, including all but the smallest women‘s
purses, and they ban all food and beverages. The document said photography is expressly forbidden (though we‘d find out later there
were exceptions to this), and it went on to say, “You are encouraged to leave electronic devices such as cell phones, picture or video
cameras, PDAs, blackberries, and laptops at your hotel, as it will slow down processing into the building.”) Everyone in our group did
leave their cell phones with them, though a couple took cameras hoping they might be able to get some sort of picture. The cameras
were processed with no problem at all, and I‘m pretty sure there wouldn‘t have been a problem with phones. It‘s using them, n ot having
them that‘s the issue.
As it turned out, we wished we had brought a phone with us. We got to Pentagon station slightly before 9:00 and made our way
up the escalators as Col. Degen had directed. We were actually a bit early. He said he‘d meet us in uniform at the top of the escalator at
9:15am. We moved off to the side so people could get past and waited around for about twenty minutes. There were lots of security
people around, but surprisingly no one asked us what we were doing there. 9:15 came and went, but Col. Degen was nowhere to be
found. If we‘d had a phone, we could have called or texted him, but as it was there was little choice but to wait.
Soon it was almost 9:30, and still we were waiting. I decided then to go check out the main tour desk where we‘d be checking
in, on the off chance that he might be waiting there. A couple of us adults went over there, but with no success. Only security people were
at the check-in desk. They suggested we should call Col. Degen, and they seemed surprised that we‘d actually read the rules that told
us not to bring phones.
Perhaps needless to say, while we were over at the tour check-in area, Col. Degen and his colleagues showed up by the metro
station. It turned out that the exit they had thought we‘d be taking was actually closed for renovation. In fact there was only one available
exit to Pentagon station, but since they don‘t work here, they didn‘t know that. They did eventually find us, and they walked the whole
group back over to the check-in area.
While a lot more thorough than at the Smithsonian, security at the Pentagon was very efficient. They did check the IDs carefully,
we walked through metal detectors, and they x-rayed anything that might conceivably make the machine beep. It all took just a couple
minutes, though. Then they gave us red and white badges that prominently said “VISITOR – ESCORT REQUIRED”, and we were inside.
I had toured the Pentagon on that Presidential Classroom trip I did as a junior in high school. Security was much less intense in
those days, of course, though I do remember there being some security at the Pentagon even in the ‘70s. My main memory of that tour
was spending the entire trip following a young soldier who was walking down the hallways backwards. He faced our group the entire time,
all the time pointing out things that were behind him (ahead of us) that we were supposed to find interesting. On this trip we‘d see some
of the public tour groups, and it appears they still have the guides face backwards the whole time.
The three colonels who were accompanying us were much more casual. They walked in and beside our group, and it came
across less as a guided tour than showing friends around. They were eager to answer questions, and open and honest even on questions
I‘d expect might be evaded (like some that were basically follow-ups on our visit to the spy museum last night). While the public tours
seemed to just herd people through quickly, ours was a very interesting tour and a definitely highlight for the kids.
That said, there‘s honestly not
a lot to see at the Pentagon, since the
place is basically a big office building.
Like many big office buildings, it‘s sort of
a mini-city with a variety of shops and
restaurants for the employees inside. It
was built during World War II, and aside
from its shape looks like any other
government building of that era. The
building‘s unusual shape both fit an
unusual lot and also provided an
efficient route between every place
inside. The Pentagon is actually five
pentagons,
one
inside
another.
Hallways connect the different shells at
ten different points around the
perimeter. There‘s a courtyard in the
middle of the whole complex. Many of
the hallways are decorated to honor the
different branches of the armed forces
or important events in military history.
Otherwise there‘s lots of offices and lots
of people rushing here and there.

Wikipedia picture of the Pentagon chapel

The most interesting part of our tour was going through the hallway where Flight 77 crashed into the Pentagon on September
11, 2001. While this also basically looks like an office building, they pointed out the renovations that had been done to fix the damage.
The plane itself was essentially destroyed on impact, but that started a chain reaction that caused damage as far back as the third ring.
There is a definite difference between the old and the new. At the back there‘s what might best be described as a “meditation room” in
honor of the victims. It‘s actually called a chapel, but there‘s nothing even remotely religious about the place. The only symbolism is
patriotic, not religious. Indeed, in its effort not to offend anyone, it came across as almost anti-religious. If they wanted an inter-faith
chapel, I think they‘d have done better to include symbols of many religions, rather than none. I‘ve been to airport and hospital chapels
that did a nice job of being places of worship for many faiths. Unfortunately that wasn‘t the case here.
We made our way out to the courtyard, where Col. Degen asked if any of us had cameras. Apparently it‘s perfectly all right to
take pictures in the courtyard, just not inside the building. Two in the group did have cameras, and the colonel nabbed a passerby and
asked them to take pictures of our group, with him and his friends joining us. Eventually I may get a copy of one of those, though it‘s not
like I don‘t have plenty of other snapshots from this trip. [As the picture below shows, I did get that picture. It does make a nice
souvenir.]

Garrigan quiz bowl team in the courtyard at the Pentagon
For many years now, when we‘ve done these quiz bowl trips, we‘ve
treated the kids to a “team meal”, mostly courtesy of my superintendent. [Gene
Meister, the superintendent, died of cancer not long after this trip, so in
recent years it’s been “yours truly” who has treated the kids to those
meals.] This year, at the suggestion of Col. Degen, our team meal was at the
Pentagon Dining Room, an elegant restaurant that was formerly the Officers‘
Club at the Pentagon. It‘s not the sort of place our kids eat very often. The cost
ended up being a little more than the amount my superintendent had
contributed, but I made up the rest myself. I think all the kids enjoyed the
experience, and I certainly did myself.

Pentagon Dining Room
(from their website)

There‘s a dress code at the Pentagon Dining Room, though it only
applies to those not in uniform. The fatigues that the colonels were wearing
were acceptable, but we knew ahead of time that as civilians we‘d have to be
in long pants and nice shirts. We didn‘t need coats or ties, but we did need to

look nice. Most of the kids wore their Garrigan uniform shirts, and they made a very distinguished looking group.
The lunch menu at the Pentagon dining room is surprisingly limited. Most of the kids had sandwiches (pulled pork and a
barbecue-style hamburger were particularly popular). Some people also ordered crab cakes, pork loin, and chicken alfredo. I had what
was called “cheese ravioli” on the menu. While the pasta was stuffed with cheese, it was served with a spicy sausage that I didn‘t care
for at all. It‘s surprising that cheese ravioli wasn‘t a vegetarian dish, and I honestly think it would have been better if it were.
Our next stop was in one of several gift shops at the Pentagon. Since it‘s not a place I‘m likely to get back to any time soon, I
made a point of buying a few things. I was particularly amused by the postcards they had for sale. As I mentioned, photography is officially
prohibited at the Pentagon. They even enforce this on their postcards. I picked up what I thought was a photo of the exterior, only to
realize on closer examination that it was artwork. It was rather like a Norman Rockwell painting, with photo-like details of every little thing.
It was not a photo, though, and presumably anything they felt was sensitive was left out of the finished picture.
The photo rule just seems silly in modern times. You can tell that by the fact that dozens or even hundreds of photos of the
Pentagon are freely available online. I‘m going to purposely insert a few of them here, since I couldn‘t get any pictures of my own. You
can easily access lots of different areal views, and there‘s even a Google Maps street view from not too far away. People drive by the
Pentagon on nearby streets and highways all the time, and it‘s a sure bet many of them take pictures. I can understand restricting
photography of certain highly secure things (though I‘m pretty sure anything sensitive is quite well hidden anyway), but banning it all
together just seems like paranoia on the part of our government.

ABOVE: View of the Pentagon from Wikipedia
BELOW: Google Maps street view of the Pentagon
(Both of these should theoretically be “illegal” photographs.)

Something that was amusing at the gift shop was that they put our purchases in plastic shopping bags with a camouflage design. This
was the same digital camouflage they use on modern Army uniforms. I personally think it looks silly, and it‘s probably better suited to a
plastic bag than a uniform. The bag does make sort of a bonus souvenir, though.
[I grew up with the curvy lines of WWII and Vietnam-era camo, and digital camouflage looks ridiculous to me. We
recently had a baske5tball game at Garrigan where students in the crowd were encouraged to dress in camo, and I was
reminded of how stupid the digital stuff looked once again. The Pentagon bag is kind of cool, though.]

Before leaving the building we
paused once more in the press
conference room. This was another
photo op, though not a terribly exciting
one. The security information on the
website implies all photography is
banned—inside and out—but obviously
that‘s not strictly enforced. I wonder if the
public tours are allowed to get pictures
like our group did.
We turned in our passes and
made our way outside. Our final stop was
at the Pentagon 9/11 Memorial. The
memorial is open to the general public,
and they make a point of letting you know
that photography is allowed there—but
only if you face away from the Pentagon
building itself. It was good to have the
colonels with us here, since they could
explain the symbolism of the bizarre,
stark monument. The memorial is a
Website view with areal picture of the Pentagon
park—though more like a barren urban
(much like the painted postcard I bought)
plaza than a beautiful green space. The grounds are gravel, and there are scrubby trees growing here and there.

View of the Pentagon 9/11 Memorial from the Department of Defense website
(Apparently it’s okay for them to take pictures looking toward the Pentagon itself.)
The main feature of the memorial is a collection of 184 stainless steel benches with pools of water underneath them, each
commemorating a person who died here in the tragedy. The colonels suggested we sit on the benches, but neither we nor any of the
other visitors did. It strikes me as kind of disrespectful, not to mention that in the hot sun the steel benches would have been uncomfortably
hot. The benches are arranged in rows according to how old the victims were when they died. All have one side sloping down, with the
other open. If the sloping side faces the Pentagon, that victim was on the plane when he died; if the reverse was true, the victim was
working in the building. While there is some interesting symbolism to the memorial, it‘s far from my favorite monument. Hopefully the one
in New York will be nicer. [The 9/11 memorial in New York is also a bit too abstract, but I did like it better than the Pentagon
memorial.]
We said our goodbyes and made our way back to the metro station. The rain had long since stopped, so we walked back to
from the metro to the hotel. That was a good thing, since we didn‘t have a cell phone to call the shuttle and there don‘t appear to be any
pay phones in the metro station. We claimed our bags, and the kids changed into more casual clothes in a public restroom near the lobby.
Then, right at 2pm we finally set off on our trip home.
I was driving when we left the hotel. I had noticed that there was an exit from the parking lot different than where we had entered.
What I didn‘t know was that the exit only led to a right turn. That meant that after a bit of a false start we had to make a U-turn to head
out the other way on Eisenhower Avenue. Finally, we were on our way.
The advantage of leaving when we did was that traffic was really very good. Each time we reached a major interchange on the
beltway, I kept expecting things might congest, but we made it all the way around with no problems. We also headed up I-270 before the
bulk of commuter traffic. So leaving Washington was much easier than entering.

I drove up to Frederick and then headed west on I-70 to Hagerstown. I continued on into the Maryland panhandle, finally stopping
at a gas station of I-68 just west of Hancock. The station seemed to be in the middle of nowhere (the gas receipts showed it as being in
“Little Orleans”), but it had the cheapest gas we‘d see on the trip--$3.399 a gallon. We gassed up and used the restroom and soon were
on our way again.
Greg drove the next leg, as we headed through the mountains. We had an uneventful drive over to Cumberland and Morgantown,
re-tracing the route we‘d driven coming out. We turned onto Interstate 79 and made our way into Pennsylvania. We were making good
time, and everything seemed to be going fine.
All the way we were driving in tandem. The gold suburban always led, and we‘d periodically check in the mirror to make sure
the black vehicle was behind us. Generally they were right there. It was only a couple times in heavy urban traffic that we got separated.
As we were driving along I-79, though, Greg looked back and didn‘t see the black suburban. He asked the kids to look back to verify that
it wasn‘t there. Just as they were doing that my cell phone rang. It was Deb, calling to let me know that they‘d blown a tire. We‘d spend
the next hour dealing with that.
Greg pulled off at the next exit. It was a bit awkward to find the southbound entrance, but eventually we did. We headed two
exits south, catching a view of the black suburban on the shoulder as we passed. We drove through another exit and headed back north
to join them.
When I saw the black suburban I was amazed that everyone was safe and there hadn‘t been a serious accident. The tire was
completely shredded, and the rim it was mounted on was damaged. Deb was driving when the tire blew, which was right before a narrow
bridge. She managed to slow from freeway speed, steer the vehicle across the bridge, and stop it safely on a wide stretch of shoulder.
I‘ve never had a tire blow (knock on wood), but if I do I hope I‘d do as well.
While I have changed tires on compact cars, I‘d have been at a loss if I had to change a tire on a suburban. I might have tried
calling AAA, though it was after business hours now, so I wouldn‘t be certain anyone would answer. The good news was that Greg, who
grew up a farm boy, had a good idea what he was doing.
The bad news was that tires on modern suburbans are really not meant to be changed. The tools are buried deep under the
storage area in back, and the spare tire itself is mounted underneath the vehicle, where it‘s all but totally inaccessible. It was both bolted
and fastened on there with loop after loop of wire cord. Prying it loose was the biggest by far the biggest chore. Once Greg had finally
done that (and it was almost exclusively Greg who did the work on this), jacking up the car and removing the shredded tire wa s easy.
Some of the rest of us provided leverage while he hoisted the new tire in place and tightened the bolts. Then we re-packed the rear (which
was, of course, more crowded with the tire) and set off again.
I‘d seen a gas station that had a Subway at the strange exit where we‘d turned around, so I decided that would be our dinner
stop tonight. We‘d had more Subway than I‘d care to eat in a month on this trip, but it would have been silly to make another stop. We all
had dinner, and Greg also checked to make sure the air pressure was correct in the spare tire. Surprisingly, it was, and in fact the tire
would make it all the way back to Iowa without a hitch. The only real problem was the electronic sensor that is designed to inform drivers
if the tires need air. It had become disconnected when the tire blew, so it kept thinking there was a flat tire when there wasn‘t. [These
sensors seem to malfunction A LOT. We have one of those tire sensors on a suburban we currently have at school, and it’s
forever saying the air level isn’t right, when clearly it is. Unfortunately, on that vehicle, there’s no way to clear the thing, so you
can’t see the regular mileage—only the low air announcement.]
The most notable part of dinner happened after I‘d already eaten. My shoe had become untied, and I put my foot up on a table
to tie it. A truck driver who happened to stop at that same Subway went on and on scolding me for being so rude as to place my foot on
a table. I explained that my back was stiff (which was true) and it was hard to get leverage on the shoe when I bent over. (In fact I‘d tried
and only tied it loosely on the floor before tying it on the table.) The guy wouldn‘t stop with his criticism, though. “How could you place
your foot on a place where children eat?” he challenged. I didn‘t bother responding, though I had to wonder if anyone (child or adult) had
ever placed their sandwich directly on that table. Subway sandwiches are invariably first wrapped in paper and then placed in a plastic
bag. Everyone I know places uses either or both of those as a placemat. In the unlikely event that my shoes did transmit some germs
that weren‘t already on that table (and honestly this place was pretty dirty to begin with), it would be pretty much impossible for those
germs to transmit themselves through paper and plastic and then onto the sandwich. I‘ll admit I probably shouldn‘t have put my foot on
the table, but it really did amaze me just how vicious this guy was in his attack.
I drove a few miles up to Washington, Pennsylvania. We made another unscheduled stop there because one of the kids was
sick. Apparently this kid frequently gets motion sickness, to the point that his parents had sent along dramamine with him. He hadn‘t
taken the medicine today, and the up and down of the mountains had made him ill. [The same kid would get sick again on future quiz
bowl trips.] There was little he could do but get rid of the rest of what was in his stomach and then take the medication. Fortunately he
was fine for the rest of the trip.
I drove on through West Virginia. We drove right through downtown Wheeling, which gave some of the kids their first experience
of driving through a tunnel. [It’s really weird to think that these kids would have their first tunnel experience in high school. I can
remember going through the Eisenhower Tunnel at the Great Divide on I-70 when I was a small child, and I’ve been through
countless other tunnels in both cities and rural areas. There is at least one big tunnel in downtown Minneapolis—which is only
three hours from Algona, but apparently these kids haven’t been through it.] We continued into Ohio and made our last stop of the
evening at a rest area about an hour east of Columbus.

Greg drove the last leg. [I remember being extremely tired and absolutely delighted to hand over the wheel.] Since it was
late at night now, we just followed I-70 right through downtown Columbus instead of taking the beltway. There was almost no traffic, so
we sailed right along.
It was after 11pm when we finally got to our destination, the Drury Inn—Columbus Northwest. Drury Inns are invariably very nice
hotels, and this was no exception. It was really too bad that we didn‘t have more time to enjoy the place. We had true suites, each with
two queen beds and a separate living room with sofabed. The counters were all granite, and all the other fixtures were elegant as well.
The place had a pool and fitness room, though we had arrived too late to enjoy them. We‘d also missed their evening buffet [by about
four hours], which provides enough snacks to substitute for a meal. We finally made it here, though, and I think everyone got a good
night‘s sleep.

Tuesday, June 4, 2013
Dublin, Ohio to Algona, Iowa
I was up around 7:00 this morning, and for the first time on this trip got a shower before Greg. This was definitely the best shower
on the trip. It was oversized and had a big, powerful head.
Breakfast was also nice. While not as nice as the Drurys we stayed at while headed to New Orleans, they had a pretty decent
buffet. In addition to sausage and eggs, they had hash browns. That‘s a remarkably cheap item that it surprises me more hotels don‘t
serve. I went back for seconds and was definitely prepared for the day.
After breakfast Greg and I went out to buy gas. We found a BP station relatively near the hotel. At $3.89 9, this was the most we
paid on the trip. It got the job done, though.
We left the Drury Inn at 9:05am. In addition to letting the kids sleep in a bit later, a later departure allowed us to miss most of
rush hour. Greg drove through western Ohio, and we made good time. Our first stop of the day was at a welcome center just inside
Indiana.
I took over driving as we made our way across Indiana. This time we took the northern beltway around Indianapolis, and it was
definitely the right choice. It‘s slightly longer than the southern route, but there are more lanes and it‘s also less developed. It seemed as
if the massive highway was empty and was by far the easiest time I‘ve ever had in Indianapols. [I need to remember this the next time
I head east.]
Our lunch stop was at a Burger King in Crawfordsville, Indiana. Greg drove from there to a rest area in central Illinois. There was
a bit of construction, but for the most part the driving today was easy.
Our next leg was a long one, and I was driving. We drove around Peoria and then past Galesburg and the Quad Cities. We
finally stopped at Coral Ridge Mall in Coralville. Greg‘s niece is a University of Iowa student, and he‘d arranged to meet with her during
our dinner break there. So, while the group was having supper, one at a time I took off to gas the suburbans up.
I went to the Coralville Hy-Vee, which is just west of where my Aunt Alaire lives. I‘d love to have said hello to her, but it would
already be late when we got back. The Hy-Vee gas station was very busy, and it seemed to take forever to gas up the vehicles. I ended
up putting $119.45 worth of gas in the gold suburban, which is very likely the most I‘ve ever paid for a single fill. Fortunately it was on the
school‘s credit card, not mine.
When I finished filling the suburbans, I stopped into the little Hy-Vee convenience store they have set up by the gas pumps to
use the restroom and get a quick bite to eat. I bought some of the worst convenience store pizza I‘ve ever had. (I like Casey‘s pizza, but
Hy-Vee‘s is just awful.) On a better note, I also picked up a big plastic cup filled with grapes and little cubes of cheese. For two bucks, it
made a very nice dinner. That‘s something I may actually look for when I‘m traveling in the future.
Greg drove the next leg, which was just hopping up I-380. We took 218 through Waterloo this time, and in the process the
suburbans got separated at one of the traffic lights east of downtown. They eventually caught up with us, but then we battled a bit of rain
as we continued northward to Charles City.
Our last stop of the trip was the same as our first stop, at the Kwik Star convenience store in Charles City. The clerks there were
very chatty. They could see we were a school group and asked who we were and where we‘d been. “Washington, D.C.” was definitely
not the answer they were expecting, and we ended up having quite a conversation about the trip.
I drove the last leg home. Fortunately the rain let up, and we had an uneventful ride west on highway 18. We got back to Garrigan
at 9:35pm. That‘s one of the latest returns we‘ve ever had, but with not leaving Washington until 2:00 the previous afternoon, it was about
the best we could do.
The kids quickly unpacked and went home with their parents. I locked up the suburbans (which many drivers in our school don‘t
do) and left the keys in the office. Then I got into my little car, which felt really weird to drive after spending so much time in huge vehicles.
I finally got back to my apartment right at 10pm.

I‘d teach my college Stats class the next morning [I’d forgotten that I was teaching a day section of Statistics at the time]
and then turn around again to leave on another trip. Indeed it wasn‘t until a full week later that I‘d finally get everything unpacked. It was
an enjoyable trip, though—and if “# It Is What It Is”, it was pretty good.

